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S UNMARY
by C. W. Eastwood
A jettisonable metallic shroud is utilized or the Titan/Centaur launch vehicle
as a fairing to protect the payload and the Centaur stage from aerodynamic and
EH	 thermal environments during launch and ascent. A series of tests were conducted
LO
	
to verify the structural capabilities of the shroud and to evaluate the struc-
tural interaction of the shroud with the Centaur stage. A flight configured
shroud and the interfacing structural assemblies of the associated Centaur and
Titan stages were subjected to a series of tests consisting of combinations of
applied axial and shear loads to design ultimate values. One set of the tests
I	 included thermal conditions to verify localized strength capabilities of the
shroud and of the forward structural ties to the Centaur. Two dynamic response
tests were performed to verify the analytical stiffness model.
The test series demonstrated the strength capabilities of the shroud and the
interfacing Centaur and Titan flight configured assemblies at uliimate (125
percent of design limit) loads. The shroud design for ultimate load without
forward structural ties to the Centaur was also verified. It was further veri-
fied that the spring rate of the flight configured shroud-to-Centaur forward
structural tie system was linear to ultimate load values. Structural deflec-
tions of the specimen became nonlinear, as expected, above limit load values.
The data provided additional verificat;_on that the stiffness properties of the
shroud and associated structures were adequately defined by the previous limit
load test series.
This test series of the shroud qualification program verified that the Titan/
Centaur shroud and the Centaur and Titan interface components are qualified
structurally at design ultimate loads.
INTRODUCTION
by C. W. Eastwood
All spacecraft require some form of protection from weather and a thermally
controlled environment during prelaunch operations. In addition, protection
is required from aerodynamic and thermal environments during launch and
ascent. These requirements are usually satisfied by a shroud or fairing;
attached to the forward end of the launch vehicle and enclosing the spacecraft,
The shroud is jettisoned after the most adverse conditions are passed in the
launch and ascent phase of flight.
In addition to spacecraft protection, launch vehicle upper stages utilizing
cryogenic propellants require thermal insulation during prelaunch operations
to prevent excessive propellant boiloff. Insulation is also required during
ascent for protection from aerodynamic heating.
1
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The Centaur upper stage vehicle, mated with the Titan IIIE booster (modified
Titan IIID) was chosen to be the launch vehicle for the Viking spacecraft
which is to orbit and soft land on the planet. Mars in 1976. This Centaur
vehicle is called the Centaur D-1T (reference l).
The Centaur was the United States' first upper stage vehicle to use liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen as propellants. As the upper stage for the Atlas
booster, this combination has been the launch vehicle for Surveyor, Mariner,
Pioneer, OAO, and a series of communication satellites.
The D-lA Centaur upper stage vehicle, using the Atlas as the booster stage,
utilizes several shroud designs for spacecraft protection dictated by space-
craft size and mission requirements. Thermal protection for the Centaur
vehicle during prelaunch and ascent is provided by jettisonable insulation
panels.
The Viking spacecraft includes a bioshield that is larger than the inside
diameter of the D•-1A shroud designs. This meant that an increased diameter
shroud would be required for spacecraft enclosure. A larger diameter shroud
would also be heavier than existing shrouds. This increased diameter and
weight attached to the forward end of the Centaur stage would tax its strength
from aerodynamic loading during ascent. One possibility to enhance structural
capability would be to make the Centaur tank heavier and redesign the present
insulation panels to be capable of carrying structural loading. This, however,
meant increased complexities and many modifications to existing designs.
Instead, a large shroud that would cover both the spacecraft and Centaur,
and act as a structural member as well as incorporating insulation for
Centaur's cryogenic propellant tanks, was conceived and studied. This was
the design concept chosen and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc. (LMSC) 	
``s
was awarded the contract to design and build the shroud. This shroud for
Titan/Centaur launch vehicles has been designated the Centaur Standard Shroud
(CSS).
i
A test program consisting of the following three major series of tests was
conducted at the Lewis Research Center's Plum Brook Station to qualify the
CSS for flight:
1. Cryogenic unlatch tests to qualify the CSS insulation, gas purges, and 	 i
jettison systems under cryogenic conditions (references 2 and 3).
2. Static structural tests to qualify the structural capabilities of the CSS,
the interstage adapter (ISA), the forward bearing reactor (FBR) system, and
the flight configured assembly with the Titan forward skirt.
3. Heated jettison tests at altitude conditions to qualify the CSS jettison
system operation after experiencing simulated aerodynamic heating during 	 -
ascent (references 4 and 5).
This report presents the results of the ultimate load phase of the static {
structural test series; the limit load phase was completed in July 1973 	 „t
(reference 6). The ultimate load tests were conducted in May 1974, subsequent
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to the heated jettison test series. They were the final tests performed in the
extensive qualification program. Axial and shear loads, to ultimate load values,
were applied to the CSS with and without the FBR struts installed to demonstrate
the ability of the CSS, ISA, and Titan forward skirt to withstand 125 percent of
design limit loads. The limit load values are shown in Figure 1. The Centaur
was tanked with liquid nitrogen (LN2) for one of the static ultimate load tests
to verifv the structural integrity of the FBR system at low temperature.
The tests were performed with the active participation of General. Dynamics
Convair Division (GDC), the Centaur contractor; Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company, Inc. (LMSC), the CSS contractor; and Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC),
the Titan contractor. A test report has been prepared by each of the three con-
tractors (references 7, 8, and 9) pertaining to the performance of the test
specimen hardware furnished by them.
In addition, two dynamic response tests were performed on the CSS/Centaur
structural system; one with and one without the FBR struts installed. The
test specimen was deflected from the vertical by application of a shear load
at the forward end and abruptly released to permit it to respond freely.




Centaur system as determined by the static limit load tests (reference 6).
TEST OBJECTIVES
The static ultimate load structural tests were performed last in the CSS
	
i
	 Qualification Test Program because of the greater risk of premature failure.
The specific objectives were as follows:
1. Demonstrate the structural integrity of the CSS, the D-1T interstage
	
^V	 adapter, the FBR system, and the Titan forward skirt at 125 percent of design
limit load (ultimate load).
2. Verify the spring rate of the FBR system, which includes the effects of
the adjacent structures, when subjected to ultimate load.
3. Verify the CSS ultimate load design by demonstrating the ability of the
CSS without the FBR struts installed to withstand 125 percent of the design
limit loads.
fit. Verify the CSS/Centaur stiffness properties, as determined in the static
load testing, by dynamic response on the structure.
FACILITY AND TEST EQUIPMENT
by E. J. Cieslewicz, C. W. Eastwood, R. H. Fabik,
L. C. Gentile, J. L. Harrold, F. L. Manning
B--3 Facility
The CSS static ultimate load tests were conducted in the B-3 Test Facility
located at NASA/Lewis Research Center's Plum Brook Station. The B--3 Facility
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is a tower structure 50 feet square and 200 feet high as :shown in Figure 2.
It contains a test area at level 3 which is 74 feet above the ground floor.
The test area is approximately 24 feet by 36 feet with a working height of
100 feet. An overall view of the test configuration is shown in Figure 3.
Moveable work platforms were installed in the rest area for access to the test
specimen. A 65 ton bridge crane serviced the test area and the ground level
rail siding adjacent to the tower. The major components of the test specimen
were subassembled and prepared for the test in a building remote from B-3
tower, but serviced by a Plum Brook Station rail line.
'test Fixtures
A base and a lower distribution fixture were used to support the test specimen
and to react the applied test loads. At the forward end of the test CSS another
distribution fixture was mounted, together with a load application fixture, to
transmit the axial loads into the CSS. A strap and whiffletree assembly was
used on the CSS conic section to apply the shear loads. For the Centaur branch
of the specimen, shear loads were applied through a loading fixture attached to
the forward structures. This fixture, by virtue of its 14,000 pound weight,
also acted as a single value axial load on the Centaur branch.
In the dynamic response phase of the'test series the forward load application
fixture, the axial load cables, the shear load strap, and the Centur loading
fixture were not installed. A cable and attachment fittin g was connected di-
rectly to the load distribution fixture at the forward end of the CSS as a
means to apply the displacement load.
Load Application System
The structural load application systems allowed each test load to be applied
independently to build up a combined total load in any desired order. Axial
loads are defined as loads acting aft to produce compression on the test speci-
men structures. Shear loads are defined as loads acting laterally to produce
both shear and bending moments on the test specimen structures such that maxi-
mum compression is produced at a specified azimuth and maximum tension occurs
diametrically opposite. Displacement loads are those required to deflect the
test specimen prior to abrupt release of the load application force in the dy-
namic response tests.
The CSS axial load system was used to apply and maintain a compressive load
on the CSS. The basic components were the load distribution and load appli-
cation fixtures, whiffletree beams, and connecting cables to the four axial
hydraulic load actuators. The whiffletree beams distributed the load more
uniformly into the CSS load distribution fixture. The four axial loading
actuators could simultaneously apply loads at either of two manually selected
load application rates. The system provided loading and unloading only while
the appropriate control was activated manually. An event marker for data
reduction purposes was issued to the data system each time the load or unload
controls were activated. The system included feedback control. A counter-
force system was used to alleviate the tare weight of the CSS axial loading
system prior to load application.
The CSS shear load system was used to develop bending moments on the CSS. The










to the hydraulic actuator attached to the tower. The system was oriented for
application of shear loads at the 150 degree azimuth. The assembly was counter-
balanced so that the loading system exerted an insignificant tare force on the
CSS prior to load application. The system control was similar to the one for
the axial loading except that the position of the deflected test specimen assem-
bly was the controlling parameter instead of the load application rate. Data
markers also were issued in the same manner as for the axial system.
The displacement load for the dynamic response test was applied through the CSS
load distribution fixture by the attached load cable and a hydraulic actuator
which was mounted on the tower structure.
The tare weight of the Centaur loading fixture, as was previously mentioned,
was the only axial load applied to the Centaur tank and payload support struc-
tures. A Centaur stretch assembly, which is described later, could be used to
counterbalance this axial load for a no-load condition. The shear load system
!	 consisted of a cable assembly from the Centaur loading fixture to a hydraulic
actuator attached to the tower structure. The cable passed through a non-flight
type hole in the CSS at 330 degrees azimuth. Except for load magnitudes and
rates, this system operated in the same manner as the CSS axial loading system.
Liquid Nitrogen and Inert Gas Systems
A cryogenic system supplied liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) to the test vehicle. The LN2
was pumped via insulated lines from ground level dewars to the Centaur fuel and
oxidizer sump ports for the test performed with a cryogenic environment.
Inert gas systems supplied gaseous nitrogen and helium to the test specimen.
Both gases were piped from storage cylinders adjacent to the B-3 tower. The
gases were used for Centaur tank pressurization, test specimen compartment
purging, and facility systems operation.
Centaur Tank Protection Systems
A system of servo-operated valves and pressure relief valves was connected to
each of the Centaur tanks. These systems maintained the tank pressures at the
desired levels throughout the tests. A facility vent system was used instead
of the flight system for the oxidizer (L0 2) tank. The L02 vent line and the
fill line had sufficient flexibility to permit the Centaur aft bulkhead to move
2.0 inches laterally during testing. There were two vent systems on the fuel
(LH2 ) tank. The flight LH2 vent system was connected to a 6-inch vent line in
the facility. This vent was used during the initial tank fill operation. An
8-inch facility vent system was connected to a flange : the forward door of
the LH2 tank and was sized to accommodate a large boiloff should the CSS in-
sulation system be damaged. The facility vent line was flexible enough to
allow the Centaur forward bulkhead to move 4.0 inches laterally and 1.5 inches
axially. The top of the CSS could move 20.0 inches laterally without interfer-
ing with the vent line. A fac lity system based on Centaur tank differential
pressure was used to protect the intermediate bulkhead between the oxidizer
and fuel tanks. By use of pressure transducers and an automatic control system,
the necessary tank pressure differaitial was maintained.
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Another protection system for the Centaur tank, which is not self-supporting
when depressurized, was a Centaur stretch system. This system consisted of a
cable sling assembly connected to an actuator that was attached to the tower 	 ^^
structure. The sling was connected to the forward end of the Centaur loading
fixture. Activation of the actuator exerted sufficient force to counterbalance
the load application fixture and all hardware mounted on the forward end of the
Centaur tank and, in addition, support the weight of the tank. This system was
required if the tank should Jose pressure or when it was purposely depressurized. 	 f
Also, the system could be controlled to counterbalance the tare weight of the
Centaur loading fixture only, when that load was not required in a test.
f
Camera Systems
A single frame camera was used to record the CSS and forward seal (Figc:re 3)
deflections at discrete steps. This camera and its lighting system was acti-
vated manually for each frame. Three TV cameras were used to provide general
views of the test hardware during the tests.
Instrumentation Transducers
Several types of instrumentation transducers were used to provide test data.
A brief description of each type is given below. For more details of the test
instrumentation, see Appendix A.
Strain Gages -- Uniaxial, biaxial ('Poisson), and three-element rosette types of
strain gages were used in this test program. The uniaxial_ gages were used with
temperature compensating tab mounted dummy gages, as were each of the rosette
elements. Each biaxial gage was arranged in its electrical bridge circuit to
be temperature compensated. Approximately 170 strain gages were used in the 	 j
total test series. A maximum of 83 were used for any single test.	 j
Deflectometers - Deflections of the test specimen were measured with rotary
po tentimetric transducers of various ranges. A total of 105 deflectometers
were used in the test series with a maximum of 49 connected for any one test. 	 3
The B-3 facility tower deflections were measured with a NASA developed system
which tracked a laser light source with a two-axis photo detector.
Pressure Transducers - Most of the approximately 42 pressure measurements were 	
.4
made by standard eight-wire strain gage transducers. Both absolute and differ-
ential types were used. Special low temperature calibrations were employed
where appropriate.
Temperature Transducers -- Temperatures were measured with thermocouple and
platinum resistance transducers. Platinum types were used where maximum accu-
racy was required. The chromal-constantan thermocouples provided low volume,
low mass, and low heat transfer. Approximately seven temperature measurements
were made for these tests.
Accelerometers - The vibration measurementsfor the dynamic response test were






Load Cells - Load measurements were made with standard strain gage type load
cells. A total of seven measurement locations were required. However, a maxi-
mum of six locations were used for any one test configuration.
Liquid Level Probes - The three liquid level probes were capacitance type. The
main L02 and M2 tank probes were standard coaxial types. The LH tank ullage
probe was a NASA designed double coaxial type. This design provided the addi-
tional accuracy and sensitivity required for heat transfer studies.
Signal Conditioning and Data Recording
The outputs from the various transducers were conditioned at the B--3 Facility
and transmitted in digital fora to the data building for further processing.
All signal conditioner outputs were routed to a patchboard. This arrangement
allowed interconnection flexibility from the signal conditioners to the digital
data recorder, the FM recorder, the light beam oscillographs, the strip chart
recorders and the. panel meters. It provided a3,so for Input and output connection
of amplifiers, where required. The data for these tests were recorded in digital
form on magnetic tape using a 400 channel multiplexer at the B-3 tower and the
central recording system at the data building. The data were recorded at a rate
of 2,500 data points per second. This gave sample rates per channel of about
six data points per second. High response data sLch as vibration were recorded
on FM and light beam oscillographs. Ink type strip chart recorders were used to
display certain critical parameters. Time was recorded on all recorders to pro-
vide precise time correlation.
Data Display and Reduction Systems
The data display system allowed immediate visual analysis of test data in engi-
neering units. Data were displayed in real time in tabular and graphic forms
on Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) displays. The display controller regulated three
keyboard/CRT units and provided printouts on a remote digital plotter. Remote
pushbutton print commands caused the program to print the associated CRT image
on the remote plotter and generate, upon request, plots of selected parameters.
The magnetic tapes containing the primary data from each tent were processed
using a pre-programmed data retrieval program. This program was designed to
retrieve preselected parameters and specific test events. The program outputs
were zero-corrected (pretest zero offsets were removed from the data), averaged
and smoothed. The data reduction and calibration program converted the stored
sigrals into appropriate engineering units. These values were, in turn, printed
as post-test digital data listings and data plots.
Test Control, Abort, and Alarm Systems
The test control, abort, and alarm systems consisted of a digital computer and
its output relay system, an abort monitor system, a minicomputer alarm system,
and a loading and positioning system which also included an analog computer
ramp generating and error detection sub-system.
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The digital computer allowed the test load application and positioning system
to be operated manually as long as the abort limits were not violated. The
minicomputer processed the multiplexed data and exhibited on television screens
those channels which exceeded the alarm limits. Once an abort limit was exceeded;,
as determined by the abort monitor, the manual loading capability was deactivated
by the digital, computer and the abort sequence was performed. Essentially it
activated all hydraulic load cylinder fail-safe systems. The fail-safe feature
prevented the hydraulic cylinders from developing any force by closing the hy-
draulic pressure supply and venting the load cylinders to the hydraulic reservoir.
Also, relief valves were on each cylinder and in the circuit at all times for use
in case the other devices failed. Differential pressure relief valves were in-
cluded in the load cylinder hydraulic circuits for redundant protection.
The ramp rate and direction command switches provided slow, medium (CSS shear
only), and fast; increase and decrease; and hold. The ramp generator produced
a signal which was linear with respect to time and was used as the load rate or
position command. This command signal was prevented from exceeding a predeter-
mined m.;ximum level by the maximum command limiter, which also prevented the
command signal from drifting with time. The zero command limiter prevented the
command signal from going negative.
The primary purpose for the error abort system was to detect control loop failure
before a maximum load abort was reached. The system was used for both the load
rate controlled loops (axial load and payload shear) and the position controlled
loop (CSS shear). The system used for the CSS shear also incorporated a maximum
load limit detector.
The analog computer was also used to generate a marker pulse every two percent J
of applied load. This pulse was recorded by the digital recording system and
used in the data plotting program to limit the reduced data to 100 points (50
on the increasing load ramp and 50 on the decreasing load ramp).
TEST SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION
By R. T. Barrett, C. W. Eastwood, R. C. Edwards,
R. P. Miller, G. S. Sarvay, T. L. Seeholzer, R. W. York
The test specimen for the CSS ultimate load structural tests consisted of the
following major items and systems:
1. A CSS with all pertinent bolt-on hardware and the tank section insulation
installed.
2. A Centaur tank with stub adapter, equipment module, truss adapter, FBR system,
forward seal, aft seal, hydrogen vent disconnect system, and other hardware which
interfaces with the CSS to configure the Centaur to a D-1T vehicle.
3. Centaur interstage adapter.
4. Titan forward skirt.
8
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The overall test configuration and assembly of this specimen in the Plum Brook
B-3 Facility is shown in Figure 3. Vehicle stations shown in the figure and
referred to throughout this report are Centaur/CSS station designations. The
interface of the Titan skirt and the ISA is Station 2127.43 and the forward
terminus of the Centaur/CSS test assembly is Station 2882.25.
The test specimen was the same assembly which was previously used in the CSS
cryogenic unlatch test (reference 2), limit load structural test (reference 6),
and heated altitude Jettison test (reference 4). As a result the specimen had
been subjected to many functional operations and structural loadings prior to
the ultimate load testing. Inspection of the specimen performed before the
ultimate load tests did not indicate any distortion or degradation of the speci-
men from the earlier testing.
Structurally significant differences between the test specimen configuration
and the flight hardware for the first Titan/Centaur flight (Proof Flight) are
listed in Appendix B. A brief description of the CSS, Centaur structures,
interstage adapter, and Titan skirt follows.
Centaur Standard Shroud (CSS)
The Centaur Standard Shroud (CSS) encloses both the Centaur and the spacecraft,
and provides environmental protection for both while on the ground and in flight.
The CSS general configuration is shown in Figure 4. The cylindrical portion of
the CSS is 14 feet 1.n diameter. Total CSS length is 58 feet.
The payload section (forward of Station 2514.00)is a biconic/cylindrical con-
figuration approximately 31 feet long. The nose dome is made from stainless
steel, but was not installed for the structural tests. The two conical sections
forward of Station 2680.66 are of magnesium semimonocoq yie construction reinforced
by internal rings. The cylindrical section between the Stations 2514.00 and
2680.66 is of aluminum semimonocoque construction with corrugated outer skin
and smooth inner skin weld-bonded together and riveted to internal rings.
Attached to the internal rings in the biconic and cylindrical sections are fiber-
glass insulation blankets (these fiberglass blankets were not installed for these
tests).
The equipment section, from Station 2459.14 to Station 2514.00 allows access to
hardware on the Centaur equipment module through doors in the CSS structure.
This section is of the same construction as the cylindrical portion of the pay-
load section.
The forward bearing reaction system between the CSS and the Centaur at Station
2459.14 reduces CSS/Centaur relative deflections through load sharing during
launch and ascent. This reaction path is released in flight after maximum aero-
dynamic loading by a pyrotechnic system that severs the FBA struts which retract
to stowed positions on the Centaur and the CSS.
The tank section of the CSS from Station 2241.78 to 2459.14 encloses the Centaur
LH2
 tank. It is also of aluminum semimonocoque, corrugated construction with
reinforcing internal rings. The annular space between the CSS and the Centaur
is isolated from the other compartments of the CSS by the aft and forward seals
at Stations 2241.78 and 2459.14. This annular volume is purged with gaseous
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helium during prelaunch operations to prevent the formation of frozen air. Fiber-
glass insulation attached to internal rings in this section of the CSS provides
insulation for the Centaur LH 2 tank.	 6
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The boattail section of the CSS is from Station 2180.48 to 2241.78. It contains
the aft circumferential separation joint, jettison hinges, and the interface to
the Centaur interstage adapter. The section forward of Station, 2209.00 is of the
same construction as the tank section of the CSS. The section aft of Station
2209.00 is of riveted aluminum ring-skin-stringer construction. 	 i
The two halves of the CSS are joined along a longitudinal separation joint. Each
half also is joined to the foxed aft part of the shroud along the circumferential
separation joint at Station 2211.80.
At jettison, all separation joints are severed by a noncontaminating pyrotechnic
system. Eight main springs (four per half) mounted longitudinally at the aft
end of the cylindrical section of the CSS force the two halves to rotate about
hinges and jettison. Four smaller springs (two at the nose dome and two at the
equipment section) mounted laterally between the halves assist in the initial
separation. Two hinges for each half are mounted at the aft circumferential
separation plane. The conical section of the boattail, is bolted to the Centaur
interstage adapter which is jettisoned with the Titan Stage. The separation
and jettison systems were not actuated during this test series.
Centaur Structures
The Centaur test specimen structures consisted of the basic propellant tank
assembly, stub adapter, equipment module, ai.d truss adapter. Other Centaur
D-lT systems not necessary for the conduct of the tests, such as propulsion,
pneumatic, and propellant feed systems, were not installed.
Centaur Tank - The Centaur tank assembly used was a flight-weight tank of the
' TD' S series configuration. The basic tank configuration and dimensions are shown
in Figure 5. The tank assembly is made of type -301 stainless steel and is a
completely monocoque structure requiring internal pressure for structural strength.
A double-walled bulkhead separates the forward liquid hydrogen tank from the aft
liquid oxygen tank.
The Centaur tank assembly was not tested to ultimate conditions in this program.
It was included in the specimen stack-up primarily as a support for the forward
structures and as a container for the liquid nitrogen (LN2) during the thermal
phase of the test series,
Stub Adapter - The stub adapter shown in Figure 3 is a cylindrical structure
25 inches in height and 120 inches in diameter and is mounted on the forward
end of the Centaur tank. The adapter as used on the Titan/Centaur vehicle con-
sists of titanium skin and stringers reinforced by aluminum rings.
Equipment Module - The Centaur equipment module (Figure 3) is a truncated conical
aluminum structure 30 inches in height. The diameter of the base, which is at-
tached to the stub adapter, is 120 inches; the diameter of the forward end is 60
inches. The construction of the equipment module is skin/stringer with reinforc-
ing rings.
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Truss Adapter - The Centaur truss adapter (Figure 3) is 120 inches in diameter
and 49 inches in height. It consists of 24 aluminum tubular struts equally
spaced around the circumference. The struts were attached to 12 fittings located
on the aft end of the Centaur loading fixture and to 12 fittings located on the
forward end of the stub adapter. The wall thickness of the struts used in the
test assembly were slightly below the design minimum value. However, the assembly
was not a qualification item in the test program and was not subjected to full
load. It was primazily acting as a spacer to support the Centaur loading fixture.
CSS/Centaur Bolt-ons
Forward BearinE Reaction System - The CSS/Centaur FBR system provides load sharing
and limits the relative deflection between the CSS and the Centaur vehicle during
flight until the vehicle has passed through the period of significant aerodynamic
loading (approximately 100 seconds after lift--off). The system is located at 	 r
Station 2459.14 and consists of six spring loaded double action struts. The major
structural components of the struts are aluminum. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the
FBR system and details of the strut installation. The spring rate of the system
(19,000 lbs/in) is compatible with the relative stiffnesses of the CSS and the
Centaur in order to prevent overloading the Centaur and yet maintain payload-to-
CSS clearances at acceptable levels. Conical steel washers are utilized to pro-





Separation of the FBR struts
ing bolt separation, the stri
loaded retractor and against
explosive bolts were used in
actuated.
is accomplished by redundant explosive bolts. Follow-
A halves are retracted against the CSS by a spring
the Centaur stub adapter by a tension spring. Non-
this test series since the separation system was not
Forward Seal and Release System - The forward seal, illustrated in Figure 9, is
located at Station 2454 between the CSS and Centaur stub adapter. The seal con-
sists of a silicone rubberized dacron fabric attached to the stub adapter by
bolts and retained on the CSS forward bulkhead by a cable and retaining mechanism.
A 5/16-inch diameter segmented teflon bead on the outboard edge of the seal holds
the seal under the cable. A bolt with redundant explosive cartridges is employed
to release the seal. This is the same bolt design used for the FBR separation.
Two bolts, one at each split line, are attached to the seal retaining cable.
When the bolts separate, the cable tension is relaxed and the seal releases. For
this test series the release system was not activated and non-explosive bolts were
employed.
LH2 Vent Fin Disconnect - The LH 2
 vent disconnect is an extendable duct connection
between the fixed vent nozzle on the Centaur tank vent duct and the vent fin duct
on the CSS. The function of the vent disconnect is to accommodate the differen-
tial motion between the tank and the CSS during prelaunch and boost flight phase.
It also provides a release mechanism to disconnect the vent fin duct from the
fixed vent nozzles at CSS jettison. The LH 2 vent system configuration is illus-
trated in Figure 10. The design is a telescoping tube section with the inboard
end attached to the vent nozzle and the outboard end attached to the CSS mounted
vent fin duct fitting by means of spherical ball joints. The disconnect mechanism
is engaged by extension of the telescoping tubes to the full free length of travel
as limited by internal stops. Release of the disconnect can be accomplished in
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one of two modes during CSS jettison. In the primary mode a continued pull on
the disconnect in the bottomed--out condition shears two pins in the assembly.
Shearing the pins permits release of the latching lugs and disconnection of the
assembly from the vent nozzle. The secondary mode is used if the pins fail to
shear. In this mode the continued outward pull on the vent disconnect forceably
pulls the telescoping duct assembly off the vent nozzle by bending the latching
lugs. The latching lugs are designed to bend in this manner at a load slightly
above that required to shear the pins. The vent disconnect detailed design is
shown in Figure 11. 	
{
Interstage Adapter
The Centaur iuterstage adapter is the st
between the Centaur tank, CSS, and Titan
inch long structural spacer between the
aft end of the Centaur vehicle. It also
ring flange at Station 2180.48. It is a
ture with 10 circular rings. At the aft
stringers. Thirty--six internal fittings
ISA to match up with the Titan skirt 36
two bolts, for a total of 72 interface b
rings at each longeron connection to ens
Titan skirt ring.
ructure that provides the interface
forward skirt. The D-1T ISA is a 113-
forward end of the Titan skirt and the
supports the CSS through an external
a all-aluminum sheet and stringer strut--
end there are 72 external hat section
are included in the aft bay of the
internal longerons. Each longeron has
alts. A bearing pad fits between the
ure controlled load distribution on the
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Titan Forward Skirt
The Titan forward skirt (Figure 3) is the most forward section of the Titan
booster vehicle. It is a 10-foot diameter, 76-inch long aluminum structure of
ring reinforced skin and stringer construction. The face of the forward ring
flange (Station 2127.43) is the interface plane between the Titan booster vehicle
and the face of the aft flange of the ISA section of the Centaur upper stage
	 a
vehicle, A Titan guidance equipment truss is mounted in the forward end of the
Titan forward skirt.
TESTS PERFORMED
by C. W. Eastwood
Because of the nature of the tests (ultimate loading) and the danger of struc-
tural failure of the test specimen under such conditions, only a select few
tests were planned. All were conducted satisfactorily and consisted of three
groups, not including preliminary runs at low level loads to exercise and settle
the test hardware assemblies. The numerical designations (except those of the
dynamic response series) were based on the similarity of the test conditions to
those of the limit load tests in reference 6. The chronological order of the
tests was not associated with the numerical designation but was arranged for
structural strength considerations and priority of objectives. A summary of the




by R. T. Barrett, C. W. Eastwood, R. C. Edwards, R. P. Miller,
G. S. Sarvay, T. L. Seeholzer, and R. W. York
CSS Structural Strength
The stresses developed in the CSS structure were determined by strain gage in-
strumentation. These measurements were concentrated in regions of low margins
1	 of safety and in areas where analytical stress predictions are less certain
because of the redundant nature of the load paths in the highly complex struc-
ture. The strain gage locations are illustrated in Figure 12. Most of the
gages were installed in back-to -back pair configuration to measure local bending
effects as well as axial stresses. Others were mounted to measure the circum-
ferential stresses in the biaxial stress field that exists in the aft cone/
cylinder boattail of the CSS. Typical strain gage installations are shown in
Figure 13. More detailed instrumentation information is given in Appendix A.
The stress data from the two tests ( 3E and 7F-2A) which loaded the CSS most
highly are summarized in Appendix C.
Tests 7E--2A and 7E-2B - The 7E series of tests were performed to demonstrate the
structural integrity of the CSS, FBR system, ISA, and Titan skirt at design ulti-
mate loads. These tests also provided data to evaluate the load distribution
(sharing) between the Centaur vehicle and the CSS structure. Two methods were
used in evaluating the load distribution: (1) an analytical calculation based
on the measured FBR load resultants, and (2) direct stress measurements in the
aft cone /cylinder baattail region of the CSS. The analytical method indicated,—
for equally applied CSS transverse shear loads, the calculated loads in the CSS
boattail region were 77 percent of the values obtained without the FBR system.
A direct comparison of the boattail region limit load stress measurements for
Tests 3L (reference 6) and 3E with 7E shows that the 7E test stresses varied
from 63 to 82 percent of those obtained from Tests 3L and 3E (without FBR). A
review of the 7E test data and an examination of the test hardware did not reveal
any yielding or permanent set in the structure from the application of ultimate
transverse shear loads. The maximum measured stress was 53,000 psi compres_tiion
at Station 2213 and 161 degree azimuth. This value is below the material allow-
able compressive yield stress of 56,000 psi..
Test 3E - An analysis of the data from the gages located on the corrugations and
longerons forward of Station 2264 indicated excellent correlation with predicted
values for applied load distribution in the CSS structure. A comparison of the
actual stress measurements with the predicted values shows a range of 0.99 to
1.11. Also, the test results for this region show a linear relationship for the
stresses from zero load to the ultimate load level. This can be attributed to
the relatively low level resultant stresses. The maximum values did not exceed
18,000 psi, which is well below the yield allowable of 56,000 psi.
An evaluation of the circumferential separation joint stresses in the maximum
load azimuth region was primarily directed towards the resolution of the struc-
tural response for this complex structure. The forward and aft ring flange
structures, adjacent to the Super- -Zip frangible doublers, were designed as
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"plastic hinges" to relieve excessive local bending moment rotation in the
doublers. Consequently, the high indicated stress levels from Test 3E are not
correct above the material yield point of 56,000 psi, because of plastic bending
effects.
The tensile load azimuth (330 degree) of the structure responded in a very pre-
dictable manner. The stress magnitudes were generally linear with application
of the transverse shear load. The maximum level observed during the test oc-
curred on the inner surface of the Station 2209 ring flange at the 341 degree
azimuth. The maximum indicated tensile value of 55,000 psi is below the allow-
able tensile yield of 58,000 psi.
The ring flange structure stress measurements observed on the compressive azimuth
(150 degree) shows both an erratic behavior and a non-linear response to the
applied shear load. This phenomenon can be attributed to the load path shift to
stable regions as the ring flanges yield. The lateral displacements of the rings
are sensitive to the manner and location of the permanent set distribution with
a consequential non-linear load-displacement response. The combination of the
two effects resulted in complicated plots of stresses versus applied loads.
The detonator block opening regions (Station 2211, 0 and 180 degree azimuth) are
considered the most likely "weak link" in the CSS structure due to the high bend-
ing deformations of the ring flanges which support the circumferential separation
joint frangible doublers. An examination of the hardware after the final test
revealed that the outer frangible doubler was deformed outboard approximately
0.015 inches at the edge of the detonator block opening (180 degree). Approxi-
mately six inches from the opening there was no deformation in the doubler
(Figure 14). The strain gage data confirmed this situation by the substantial	 f
residual stresses remaining in this region after the test. The character of
the permanent deformation response observed was not unexpected but was fully
anticipated.
Strain gage instrumentation, which simulated the type used on the CSS for the
Titan/Centaur Proof Flight (TC-1) and was planned for the Helios A flight (TC-2),
was mounted on the test specimen. The purpose of the flight simulated structural
instruments was to verify the correlation developed in the limit load test series
(reference 6) and between the test specimen and flight data. Other strain gages,
that were installed on the ISA, also simulated flight instruments but at differ-
ent locations. The data from these ISA instruments were for verification of the
extrapolation method used to determine bending moments at other stations on the
structures. The strain gage locations are shown in Figure 15.
The bending moment calculated from the CSS strain gage data was 18.8 x 106
inch-pounds at Station 2294. This differed from the applied bending moment of
17.6 x 106 inch-pounds by 7 percent which was within the +10 percent accuracy of
the system. Thus, the correction factor to be used with the measured moments to
obtain values equal to the applied moments is 0.94 which compares with 0.99 in
the limit load tests (reference 6).
Axial loads calculated from the CSS strain gage data exceeded the actual applied
loads by 57 percent. In the limit load tests (reference 6) the loads calculated
from the measured data were less than the applied loads by 59 percent. The ex-
planation of these large discrepancies is the small portion of the total strain
I^
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that the axial loading created. The percent-full-scale instrument error was
a large part of the instrument reading in the axial portion of the strains
developed.
The bending moments calculated from the ISA strain data were used to plot a
moment diagram for the CSS/Centaur/ISA structures. Moments from this diagram
for other stations were within +10 percent of the applied moment values. This
was within the accuracy of the method developed in the limit load test and
established a greater degree of confidence in using the method with flight data.
CSS Stiffness Properties
The assembled test specimen was instrumented to provide flexibility data for
each structural system independent of the others, such as the CSS, ISA, Titan
skirt, Centaur and the FBR system. This was accomplished by defining the lateral
t	 translation and cross sectional plane rotation at the interface between the vari-
ous systems. The instrumentation plan for measuring the deflections to deter-
mine these parameters is shown in Figure 16. Detailed instrumentation information
is given in Appendix A.
The primary deflection data were obtained from Test 7E-2A and Test 3E that gener-
ated the largest deflections for the configurations with and without the FBR
struts installed respectively. All deflection data presented have been corrected
for plane rotation and translation effects aft of the base of the Titan skirt.
This data correction eliminates deflection effects contributed by the aft test
fixture and base and is equivalent to a fixed-end test condition at Station 2050.
The lateral deflection of the test assembly under ultimate design load with the
FBR system active is shown in Figure 17. This data is compared with 125 percent
of the deflection obtained in the static limit load test series (reference 6).
The data indicates non-linear deflection above the limit load value, as expected.
Figure 18 presents similar data for the configuration with the FBR system not
installed. The relative motion or clearance loss between the CSS and the simu-
lated payload at Station 2626 is 4.7 inches without the FBR struts. With the
FBR system installed, the clearance loss is 2.3 inches.
Shear load versus lateral deflection of assembly at Station 2680 with FBR struts
is shown in Figure 19. The data indicates reasonable linearity. However, a
change in slope is apparent at approximately 20,000 pounds of shear load. Cor-
responding data for the test without the FBR struts is shown in Figure 20. This
data indicates a significant deviation from linear response at the higher load
values.
The data presented in Figure 21 compares, the deflection versus shear load of CSS
without the FBR struts to data obtained in the CSS limit load testing. Also
compared are the expected values based upon analytical models. The data indi-
cate good correlation with the limit test data and with predictions based upon
the analytical model for dynamic analysis. The analytical model for static
load is based upon the most extreme displacement obtained at higher loads in
the limit load tests on a totally unexercised structure. It is utilized for
conservative assessment of the quasi-static portion of the flight air loads.
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Figure 22 shows the lateral displacement of the Centaur structures at Station
2464 (with displacements aft of Station 2177 zeroed out) versus FBR system load.
The data agree with the results of the limit load tests indicating non-linear
response for FBR system loads to approximately the 6 , 000 pound value.
	 The upper
load region is relatively linear providing a slope about 15 percent less than
the analytical model.
From the data presented in Figures 17 and 18 it can be seen that the flexibility t
of the test assembly is influenced to a large extent by the rotation of the boat-
tail section.	 Figure 23 shows the bending rotation of the boattail at Station
2209 versus shear load values and compares it to predicted response.
	 The pre--
dicted values are in good agreement with test values except at loads above limit
values where the test results become non-linear.
	 A residual rotation of about
7 percent of the maximum value indicates some yielding or permanent set.
The limit load testing conducted on the CSS and associated structures revealed f	 =``^
+varying stiffness properties as shear load was applied to limit values alternately
in diametrically opposite directions. 	 It was evident that the structure undergoes
hardening as repeated loads are applied in the same direction, resulting in in-
creased stiffness.
	 When loading is reversed, the opposite phenomenon occurs.
	 For
the first loading in the opposite direction, the system exhibits significantly
lower stiffness.	 Therefore, to insure that the analytical stiffness model of the
CSS/ISA/Centaur structure would allow realistic analysis of transient responses
expected from flight events, the CSS dynamic response tests were conducted.
	 The :'4
test setup and instrumentation is shown in Figure 24.
a
i
The lateral displacement and acceleration responses for the system with and without)
j	 the FBR system are compared with predicted values in Figures 25, 26, 27, and 29._ ^1
The predicted values were determined with standard modal analysis techniques uti-
lizingthe mass and stiffness properties of the CSS, Centaur, 1SA, and Titan skirt
as they are currently represented in the flight type mathematical models.
	 Damping,
of 4 percent was used in the first mode and l percent in higher modes.
	 The data
in the figures present the response of the structure at various stations and in-
dicate good agreement with predictions.	 In some instances the higher frequency
content of the predicted values exceeds the test values.
	 This is attributed to
the relatively low damping used for the analytical higher modes.
The first two natural frequencies of oscillation, predicted and test values, are '.
as follows: y
-m
With FBR	 Without FBR
Frequency (Hz)
	 Frequency (Hz)
Mode	 Test	 Predicted	 Test	 Predicted
1	 2.28	 2.18	 2.16	 2.07
2	 11.25	 10.79	 9.60	 9.23
The frequency data shows good correlation between the predicted and test values.





Truss Ada ter - The Centaur truss adapter structure was not a component to be
qualified in this test series. The maximum load applied to an individual strut
was less than 90 percent of the strut allowable compressive load. In test 7E- 1,
maximum loads of 13,500 pounds axial and 13,000 pounds lateral shear with the
associated bending moment were applied. At the completion of testing, no struc-
tural damage or yielding of the truss structure was noted. Very small values of
strut bending were indicated by the test data. Compressive forces were measured
in the two struts that were instrumented; one strut at 2 40 degrees azimuth was at
a point of high shear load and small axial load and the second strut at 330 degrees
azimuth was at a point of low shear and large axial load.
f
Since the loading into the truss adapter was applied through a very stiff loading




for missions with this type of payload support. A summary of loads sustained by
the forward end of the truss adapter is as follows:
Bending	 Compressive	 Total equivalent
Shear
	
Bending	 equivalent	 axial	 compressive
load,	 moment,	 axial load,	 load	 axial load,
lbs.	 in--lbs.	 lbs.	 lbs.	 lbs.
13,000	 1.52 x 10 6	+50,700	 13,500	 64,200
Stub Adapter - The stub adapter was not a component to be qualified in this test
series. It was subjected to shear, axial, and bending loads applied through the
Centaur truss adapter and forward bearing reaction system. Neither crush nor
burst pressure was imposed on the stub adapter. However, in test 7E--2B the FBR
system supports on the stub adapter were subjected to ultimate loading.




Truss Forward equivalent Compressive equivalent
adapter bearing Bending axial axial compressive
shear load, shear load, moment load, load, axial load,
lbs. lbs. in-lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
+13,000 -- 5,800 2,160,000 +72,000 13,500 85,500
0 --23,200 0 0 13,500 13,500
I	 + 6,000 --25,000 990,000 +33,000_ 13,500 46,500
The magnitude of stress recorded in an instrumented stringer indicated the stub
adapter satisfactorily distributed the concentrated load of the truss adapter
struts.
Strain gage rosettes located on the skin in the forward bay of the stub adapter
did not exhibit consistent behavior. This was probably due to their proximity
to the concentrated loadings from the truss adapter struts and the struts of the
forward bearing reaction system.
The stub adapter satisfactorily distributed the axial and shear loading with no
permanent deformation or structural degradation.
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Equipment Module The equipment module structure was not instrumented for this
series of testing. No loads were directly applied to this component.
Centaur Bolt-ons
	 3
Forward Bearing Reaction System - During test 7E--2B the FBR system was subjected 	 f
to a 25,000 pound ultimate system design load. The spring rate of the system as
shown by Figure 29 was 18,700 lbs/in and remained constant during load application.
The system provided the proper stiffness between the CSS and the Centaur vehicle.
The FBR system loads and the individual strut loads were determined by strain
gages mounted inside the struts as shown in Figure S. The FBR struts were in-
dividually calibrated to determine the load versus strain relationship and to
verify the strut spring rate of 6,500 lbs/in. A typical spring rate calibration
is shown in Figure 30.	 4
s
The individual struts were designed to 10,000 pounds ultimate load. Maximum
individual strut loads during testing were 10,207 pounds compression and 11,535
d	 i	 P	 i	 'f' d h	 d	 ' 1A	poun s tension. ost test nspectzon verx xe t at no amage or y 	 ing occurre
in any strut or attaching hardware during testing.
Forward Seal and Release System -° The forward seal retention cable loads were
monitored throughout the 7E test series to determine whether loads vary signi-
ficantly over extended periods of time and during the various phases of testing.
Load cells mounted at the ends of each cable were used for this evaluation.
Table II lists the cable loads during the 7E tests and indicates the variation 	 i.
in load was less than 10 percent. 	 }	 1
i
LH2 Vent Disconnect - For the 7E test series, with the forward bearing reaction, 	 s
the LH2 vent disconnects were installed. The maximum excursion between the CSS
and Centaur at the disconnect was 1.30 inches when the FBR load was 25,000 pounds.
Post-test inspection verified that the disconnect telescoping mechanism functioned
properly and that the disconnect had not disengaged. The telescoping stroke in
the nominally installed position is approximately +2.0 inches and is adequate.
Interstage Adapter
Test 7E--2A and 7E-2B - The ISA stresses during the 7E cest series were very com-
parable in values. The highest stress indicated was 24,000 psi compression on
gage 4838S and was less than 50 percent of either the stringer yield allowable
or buckling allowable.
Strain gages were installed on the diagonal of the ISA shroud boattail support
ring as indicated in Figure 31. The gages indicate bending stresses primarily,
but the levels reached only 28 percent of material yield.
Test 3E - In test 3E, without the FBR struts installed and therefore, without
load sharing, the bending stresses in the diagonal of the CSS boattail support
ring exceeded the yield allowable but not the ult.1ma.te of the 2219-T852 material.
However, post-test inspection of this ring did not detect any visible yielding.
All other aace readines were below yield levels.
Titan Skirt
These tests resulted in application of the ultimate equivalent compressive axial
load to the Titan skirt/ISA interface at Station 2127.43, as shown in Table II.
Loads not demonstrated in these tests were (1) ultimate collapse pressure and
(2) ultimate thermal barrier loads. However, analysis has shown that the struc-
ture is capable of withstanding a combination of these loads coupled with ultimate
equivalent axial load. The stresses recorded during the tests were always less
than those predicted by analysis.
Figures 32 through 41 present digital stress data versus percent limit equivalent
axial load for each strain gage location on the Titan skirt. Plots of predicted
stresses along with plots of limit load stresses previously reported from Lest
3L in reference 6 are shown for comparison purposes. The predicted stresses were
determined by extrapolating limit load test data from test 3L in reference b.
The test results presented in this section verify that the Titan skirt in combi-
nation with the ISA met the test objectives.
CONCLUSION
The static ultimate load tests verified the CSS design by demonstrating the ability
of the structure to withstand ultimate (125 percent limit) loads without the FBR
struts installed. The CSS, ISA, Titan skirt, and FBR system, in flight configura-
tion (with the FBR struts installed), will sustain design ultimate aerodynamic
loads with the Centaur at cryogenic temperature.
The FBR spring rate-was shown to be constant for loads on the flight configured —
structure to design ultimate values.
Regions around the detonator block openings at Station 2211, at 0 and 180 degree
azimuths, were confirmed to be potentially the weakest areas in the CSS structure.
The deflection data from the ultimate load tests verify that the limit load test
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FBR FBR LN2 in axial	 axial at stn shear shear axial load
Test Test struts developed Centaur load,	 load, 2127, load, load, station 2127.4
.
43
No. date installed load, lbs lbs lbs	 lbs lbs lbs lbs lbs.
TI
DR 1 4-8-74	 No - 0 No 0	 4 N/A ,550 0 270000
fixture at 1500 `
i azim. 0
DR 2 4-9-74 '	 Yes	 N/A 0 s	 No 0	 N/A 10,480 0 27	 000
'fixture at 1500
I azim.
7E-1	 i 5-9-74 Yes	 5,298 59,500 19,500	 13,540,103,400 1,575J12,9800 286,400
j at 1500 at 330
It azim. azim.
Y7&-2A 5-10-74 °	 Yes	 23,430 59,500 41,500 13,500;125,400 46,275 0 19084,700 
(c)	 ' at 15001
41,500
azim.
7E--2B5-10-74 Yes 24,454 59,500 13,500 125,400 45,6750 5,960 0 980,200
at 150 at 330
k azim. azim.
` d)



















519/74, After Installation 870 930 750 1130
5/10174, 8:55 AM Prior to Tanking 870 930 750 1130
51;0/74, 9:55 A--i L-142 Tanking 870 930 750 1130
5/10/74, 11:30 AM LH2 Tanking 915 870 780 1080
5/10/74, 11:55 AM	 LH2 Tanking 915 870 780 1080
5110/74, 1:15 Phi Tanking Complete 915 855 765 1080
5/10174, 7E-2 Max P/L Shear 942 855 780 1080
5110/74, 7E-3 Max CSS Shear 900 840 750 1040
5/10/74, 7E-2 Max FBR Shear 930 840, 750 1010
5/13/74, 11:00 AM Post-test 840 860 700 1030




^. MAX COMPRESSION 90	97.5
- MIN COMPRESSION	 42.5
—	 -	
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FIGUtE 19. TEST 7E-2A ( '11ITH JLBR) LATER11, r-EFLECTION AT
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FIGURE 20. TEST 3E (WITHOUT FBR) LATERAL DEFLECTION AT STATION 2680 VS SHEAR LOAD
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FIGURE 23. TEST 3E $OATTAIL PLANE ROTATION VS. SIMR LOAD
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FIGURE 24. DYNAMIC RESPONSE TEST CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
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FIGURE 25. DYNAMIC RESPONSE TEST (WITH NBR) LATERAL DISPLACEMENT
RESPONSE COMPARED WITH PREDICTED. 	 47
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FIGURE 25 (CONTINUED). D`.NAMIC RESPONSE TEST (WITH FBR) LATERAL
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FIGURE 31. STRAIN GAG S LOCATIONS ON ISAICSS
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FIGURE 36. TEST CONDITION 7E-2A, STRINGER 3,
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FIGURE 38. TEST CONDITION 3E, STRINGER 20,
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CSS STATIC ULTIMATE LOAD STRUCTURAL TESTS
Abbreviations used in this listing are as follows:
Meas. No. Measurement number
CSS Centaur Standard Shroud
I Internal mounting
E External mounting
Cent. Titan Centaur, Titan components
Mat'l Material
Stn_ No.	 (Inches) Station number (inches)
Azim.	 (Deg) Azimuth (degrees)















P21Q3	 CSS skin corrugation peak (P)
number (21) in Quadrant (Q) num-
ber (3) on exterior surface.
	
Also
fusedfor interior measurements lo-
cated opposite skin peak.
V17Q1	 Skin corrugation valley (V) similar
to peak numbering system
Ring	 Framing ring
^.
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32 1 1 P 1XIAL CYLINDER DIFi i::;CP:TIe1L PRESS. 262
'I[RUUD SIV,^R LOATH CIUINDER + 3000
325 P )IFFCRLNTlAJ, PRES S .	 ( STA.
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326 1' IIrI'1:IWIJ 'I "AI. PIA.-SS!ME PSID
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0- 15 00
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IZOIJD	 CGLIJATI'.I`,.d.ANCE	 ST1tI:rC1[
328 P }tI:S511h C "
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ue
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75
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„ 2 1 10 'PAN
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5408 D X
i
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5439 D X T0,•7LR ?036. I t 150 AX INCITES
0.5
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5	 8 D X 1 :2212 330 AX INCHES
5 1 149 I) ;; 1177 150 AX i TN4IIES
3..0
5 1 150 I) X -177 330 AX
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—12^
i
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SHROUD SHEAR LOAD CYLINDER D-2C1
5701 D DISPLAM2,1 P.T STATION 2750 IIAD INCHE'S
PAYLOAD S11MR LWID Cl'^IidDER 0-20
5702 D DISPLAC]'7-iI NT tAD INCIII;S
AXI,71  LOAD Cx'LTNDER t1-10
5703 D DISI'I,ACEa,1E:NT	 352° 1J{ fliciil;5
A;:IAL LOAD CYLINDER'
5704 D DISI'LRCEr11:NT	 82° NX r'
AXTIU, LOAD Cl'l,-!:I LR
5705 D D1SL'J, CFl-ll:;IT	 172° V 'r
AXTPJ, LOAD CYLIIDER
5706 D DTSI'1,ACME:NT	 262° v rr
CENTAUR C L14T ERLIN E TO N 0,,, 15
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by H. E. Ledyard
Differences in Configuration between the Proof Flight
Structures and the Test Specimen
PROOF FLIGHT CSS DESIGN CHANGES
NOT RETROFITTED TO TEST CSS
1.	 ` TT" section cross braces in the nose cone at Station 2867 (test CSS
has angle braces). f
2.	 Radioactive Thermionic Generator (RTG) cutout, 15 11 x 12 S1 at Station
2649 to 2664, azimuth 90 0 (test CSS has no cutout).
3.	 Air conditioning door cutout at Station 2670(117 0)	 3Z8" narrower
than test CSS cutout (test CSS cutout at Station 2636U31
4.	 2,211 diameter encapsulation bulkhead lanyard disconnect cutouts at
Station 25 02 (92 0 and 540) (test CSS has no cutouts) .
4j
5.	 Flight vent holes - forward vents at Station 2471 and aft vents
including those for the Titan skirt at Station 2221 (non--flight vent
holes on the test CSS).
6.	 Five aft purge seal access doors, i.e., additional door at Station
2241..(135 0) (test CSS has four doors).
ry4.
7.	 Lock bolts incorporated at the split lines, Station 2687 (test CSS
has rivets) .
8.	 Flight CSS has strengthened ring at Station 2523 and an additional F4
.ring at Station 2251.
t
9.	 Boost pump door redesigned to be solid with full l ngth stiffeners
a
throughout .(test CSS has no door) .
10.	 Flight CSS RTG cutout has channel stiffener on inboard surface of
panel doubler,
11.	 Flight CSS forward and aft thermal shields have strengthened tie-down
tabs.
12.	 FBR bearing block assembly and fitting assembly fabricated using
steel (test CSS has aluminum).





TEST PECULIAR FEATURES NOT
ON PROOF FLZGNT CSS
ra ,
APPENNY C:
by G. S. 'away
Summary of Stress Data foi: 'bests 3F and 7E--?A
I
F
in this summary test 3E stress values (lbs/sq.in .).for
the measurements located on the CSS structure are blotted
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B-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT FBR)
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APPENDIX D
Summary of Deflection Data from the Real-Time
F°onitoring System for Tests 3E and 7E-2A
and for Tests DR 1 and DR 2
f	 s w
The deflection data is included in this summary of the
real-time data as displayed on the CRT display screen
and played back on the printer/plotter system in the
control room.
119
L215L I ncTn- # FORWARD LOAD FI.;
57'211) '.5300 I	 THEAP. LOAD DEFL.
5464D -3.79::2 I CSS DEFL STA 2807
5465D -2.6+52 I CSS DEFL STA 26.90
5466D -1.6756 I CSS DEFL 2460 153'
5467D -0.7921 I CSS DEFL 2460 330'
5469D -0.4655 I CSS DEr L STA 2209
5469D -0.2655 I CSS DEFL STA 2177
5470D -.02251 1 TITH DEFL STA 2050
l
R	 CSj DVI-* , MIC P'_SPO;iSE
	
64-C12
	 998. 15 29 93	 960	 ON -L I,'c	 ZF
DF^ j	 ',IIT"01' T = PP .( TEL a1)	 DAY HP. 11-'1 = -5 N5EC
PUT: I START .
501P 23.52 .1 #A LH2 TkNK ULL PRESS
503P 33.:24 *A LOX TANK ULL PRESS
321-P 338.39 #A CENTAUP TP!"IF STRETCH 540P 14 4.2- 1, #N CEHTAUF INT BLKHD
328P 12.793 #F' SHROUD CPPL E STRUT.^H 541P 9.6245 #D C5117 IFT BL+;HD DP
332P .00000 #D SHROUD LD CYL DE'- P
215L 390.00: #	 FOPI_tARD LORD FI:.r'
57?1D -2.'4.2 I	 SHEAR LOAD DEFL.
5464D -0.1200 I	 CSS DEFL 'STA 2^37
4Z65L .09M: * FER STF',T 173'
4466L .17 jCCO * FPP STF J T 23C'
416-L -.5 7-3 # FBP STRUT c90'
4468L .00060 # FBR STRUT 350'
4463L . CC' r)n0 # FDR STRUT 5C'
4 .464L . 001,00 # FER STRICT 110'
r
5465D -.0990; I CSS DEFL STA 2660
5466D -.05550 I CSS DEFL 2460 150'
5467D -.01899 T CSS DEFL 2.460 3=O'
5468D -.fl1"49 1 CSS DEFL STA 2209
5469D -.00399 I CSS DEFL STA 2177
54701) -.e0124 I TIT14 DEFL STA 2090
FBPT -.lT7-3 $= FBP TOTAL LOAD
.,^	
ORIG^ PAC I
8-3 CSS DYNAMIC RESPONSE 	 04
DR I	 WITHOUT FSP. (TSL 01)
RUN 1 MAXIMUM LOAD
327P 14.399 #A CEtITAUR TPHK
326P 13.994 *A SHROUD CABLE
-08-74	 098 19 44 31 - 915	 ON-LINE	 ZF
DAY HR MIN SEC HSEC
501P 20.524 *A LH2 TANK ULL PRESS
503P 30.124 #A LO;; TANK ULL PPESS
STRETCH 540P 14.412 #A CENTAUP INT BLK.HD
STRETCH 541P 9.6123 #D CENT !NT BL VHD DP
332P -516.00 #D SHROUD LD CYL DEL P
4465L . DOCIO # FBR STP iT 170'
4466L .00000 # FBR STRUT 270'
4467L -.00128 * FBR STRUT 2:'0'
4468L .000'-0 - FBP STRUT
4463L .00003 # FBP S7PUT 50'
4464L .00000 # FBR' STRUT 110'




4-8-74 RUN 1 'RC-LEASE 898 19 45 -32 283 ON-LIME	 - ZF .




5465D	 5466D	 5467D	 5468D	 5469D	 215L	 TIME
	
I	 i	 I	 I	 1	 t9I H SEC
	.rcC00	 .00249	 .00349	 -.01299	 .00149	 .500-3	 20.000	 45 32
	
.0-3399	 .31500	 .00P39	 -.01299	 .04299	 -.00099	 .0@0['0	 45 30
f	 .O_249	 .00499	 .00599	 -.01400	 .00299	 .500-3	 10.000	 45 28
x	 -.01799	 -. ►31249	 -.00449	 -.01600	 .500-3	 -.00149	 .000017	 45 27
	
.L' %j599 	. 0x3750	 .00295	 -.01099	 .500-3	 -.00249	 10.000	 45 25
	
.00599	 .00750	 .005?9	 -.430999	 .00199	 .500-3	 10.000	 45 24
	
-.04800




-.01500	 -.00899	 -.01799	 -.00299	 -.00399	 10.000	 45 21
	
.03x3^?	 .02250	 .71500	 -.00700	 .00349	 -.00149	 .00000	 45 19
	
. 00299	 .00-499	 .00149	 -.01i99	 . e0009	 _.00299	 10.000	 45 17
	
.00599	 .0093?	 .00533	 -.00700	 .500-3	 -.00449	 .0000E	 45 16	 r
	
. 43179?	 .91249	 .00599	 -.01099	 -.00399	 -.00645	 10.0[17	 45 14	 f
	04'Q	 El 35
	 .02100	 .00439	 .00549	 -.500-:	 10.000	 45 12
	
02 S	 -.027coo	 -.70750	 -.01695	 .043399	 -.00599	 -000x0	 45 E'9
	
-0.1°9'3	 -0.1225	 -.06750	 -.04600	 -.0:250	 -.01249	 10.000	 45 07
	
ID.57'5'7	 0.4575	 0 .2730	 0.1070	 .Oscoo	 .05050	 .0000E	 45 06
	
-3.7801
	 -2.5426	 -1.6726	 -0.7921	 -7.4185	 -0.2650	 6150.0	 45 04
	
-,:, . 7891	 -22 .84-2 c: 	-1.6 -740	 -47.7 i i	 -0.4685	 -0.2650	 10570.	 45 03
	
-3.7922	 -2.^45?	 -1.6770	 -0.7881	 -0.4695	 -6. 660	 10520.	 45 00
-_
	
.7922	 -2.S452	 -1.6770	 -C . :?O 1	 -0.4695	 -0.2665	 10480.	 44 59
I
I
E- , CSS DYNAMIC P,iSP6NSE	 04-08-74 098 19 47 51	 126 ON-LINE	 ZF
VR i i,xITHOtJT FER. CTDL 0I?	 DAY HR MIN SEC MSEC
RUN I POST RELEASE
501P 20.549 #A LH2 TANK ULL PRESS
503P 30.124 #A LOX TANK, ULL PRESS
?r27 P 340.79 #A CENTP R TANK STP,LTCH S40P 14.412 4A _EMITAUP INT 9LKHD
323P 14.399 xa SHROUD CABLE STRETCH 541P 9.5996 #D CENT INT ELKHD DF
3?ZP 2.9995 #D SHROUD LP CYL DEL P
	4465L .00000 #
	 FPF' STPUT 170'
_	 446E^L .00000 #
	 F£P STPUT 2,0'
2'_`L In, 000	 FOPWgRD LOAD FIX	 4467L -.43'7-3
	 FF? STPUT 290'
	5721P 2.`1 ? I	 SHEAP LOAD DEFL.
	 4466L .00000 #	 FBP STF,_'T 350'
4463L .00000 4 FBP STPUT 50'
	
5464D .01199 1	 CSS IxEFL STA 2807	 4=464L .00000 #	 FBP STRUT 110'
	
5465D .0124? i	 CSS DEFL STA 2680
	
546*7D .0975 5 I	 CSS I, EFL 2460 150'
	 FBPT -.163-3 	 = FER TOTPL LOAD
	
5467D -.431149 I
	 CSS I'EFL 2460 =3C'
	
5468D .002-3 I
	 CS`_' PEEL STA 220'
	
54^291) .00499 I	 CSS DEFL STA 2177
	





D)7iA'11IC RESPONSE	 04-09-74 	 0:39 19 29 13	 112	 013-L IIIE	 ZF
DR 2
	
WITH FOR. (TEL 0:)	 DAY HRH I'IIl1 SEC 11_EC
cut! 1 START
501P 20.699 #Fi 1_112 TANK. ULL PRESS
503P J.J .24^ #A LO:; TANK ULL P <'ESS
	
32^'P 1 :` . 1•^	 ,srl CEhITAt^Et 7(:ilF: STRETCH 540P	 14.112 #H CEt1TfiLIR Ili'" BLY,HD
=2'.P 12.799 #A SHROUD CAr:i_E STRETCH 5 .11P 12.462 #D CENT INI T FLKHD DP
332P -1.5000 #D SHPOUD LD C"(1_ DEL P
4465[_ IC 1 23 *	 FBR STRUT 1710'
4466L '20. 179 #	 FBR STr.UT 230'
	
215L 90.000 #	 FORWAPI) LOAD FIX	 4467L 10.0 711 #	 FBP. STRUT 290'
	
r
51. , 	 -.00~99 1	 SHEAP LOAD DEFL.	 44GOL 10.1220 #	 Ft'R STRUT 750'
44163L .00000 *	 FBP STRUT 50'
	
^'.5 3D -.00299 I	 CGS 71 FFL s'IEl 2207	 4464L -9.7696 #	 FBR STRUT 110'
	
`'1^•5D -.00249 1	 CSS DEFL S'rn 2600
5 . 3;t D	 on,lno I	 CSS MYL	 1_`",O'	 FBPT	 27.205 $= FBR TOTAL LOAD
`•1 !;?D
	
1;' f; i?0	 1	 C'SS DEFL ., N.0 :;3 ►7'
5.46;?D	 ,011 rn_10 I	 CSS DEFL 5Tf: 2?(19
5162D	 .0?)r;00	 I	 CSS DEFL. '-• r(t 2 1
	
5470D .750 -3  I	 TITH I.EFL STA 2050
E -3 CSS DYIIAMIC P.ESPFV-,E 	 04-09-74	 099 19 49 23	 720	 Ol! - LINE	 ZF
DR Z
	
1,1ITH FBP. (TEL 0117	 1.iY HP MIH SEC ISEC
FUN I MA X, LOAD
SOW 24.074 #A LH2 TNIK ULL PRESS
503P 33.971 #A LOX TANK. ULL PRESS
327 P 12.799 #A CENTAUR TAHK STRETCH 5 . 10P 14.41; *A CENTAUR Ii1T BLM.HD
32 17 14.7-99 #A SHROUD CABLE STRETCH 511P 9.7496 #D CFNT IIIT PLKHD DP
332P -460.50 41) SHROUD LD CYL DEL P
4465L 1442.5 # FF:R STRUT 170'
4466L 2051.5 # FE:R STRUT 2 30'
In . 1-h ;-i 	# FORWFirl) LOAD FIX 4467L 002.5', # FBR STF'I_IT 290'
5F21 D 5.6'_3 .43	 1 SHEOr? LOCil l DEFL. 4460L -1397. 7 # FBP STRUT 3501'
4463L -2090.3 # FF_P STRUT 50'
5.1r;.7P -3.31'	 1	 I CSS DEFL I'M 2'07 4464L -G44.75 # FBR STRUT 110'
5461D
-2.4' 1 00	 I CSS DEFL STO	 26'_,101
54.731 1 -1 .4535	 1 C5S I)E.	L 2-160	 1=50' FBP.T 6403.2 3c- FBR TOTAL LnHD
54."'D -n. 7•470	 I CSS DEFL 2 41661	 3-,,0'
54..;	 D -0.4415	 I CSS DEFL STH 22P9
5401) -0.2355
	
1 CSS DEFL STH 2177





^^ 4 4-9-7-1 PUN	 I WITH Ff3R X19:3	 19 49	 59	 636 011--1-V3E 2F
RELEASE DAY	 Hr M11i SEC	 MSEC
`,:^,•l0 5:l 545-,6D 54E;7D 5146C?D 5469D 215E Tfi'lE
I 1 I I 1 I 41 111N SEC
. ^^= 1010 -.011 49 - . T15750 .00099 .00249 r1F1'9'49 10.000 49 59
-.0:3599 -.0x1 .199 -.11014' .013039 -. CU 149 -.00':49 10.000 49 5!
-.03000 - .02-199 01 150 .00099 -.00 ,149 -. 00 1399 i 0.01313 49. 56
.G3__00 .01?99 01195 .of)n9? .011"099 -.00'00 20.1100 49 54
,0105'3.9 .13:1499 .001-19 riW49 .130099 -.00 50 000013 4-3 5;
-.0330 13 -.0 7 0001 -.01649 .00099 -.00499 -.00949 10.000 49 51
..021;93 0 3 Gnn . E3E15`?•3	 . , 00'^0^ .1?0243 - .00Z a9 20. 000 49 49
13.1320 .099 i 1 . FIST 0-10 .0099311 .01199 . [1019'7 10.0001 49 47
-0.2130 -0+.1625 -.179:;01 -.01"'99 _.02MO -.02499 10.1301"1 49 45
-0.1020 -.0675E1 -.033900 -.00700 -.010.19 -.012-19 20.1100 49 44
-0. 1920 -e.1850 -0. 1260 -.61099 -.07501 -.0,9901 211.0100 fig 42
-3.3151 -2.43U75 -1.•11.20 •-0.7 1 1311 -0.4415 -0.2855 10	 1l 4n'.
.3 i SO -2.4075 -1.45:'0 -0 -0.4415 -0.2^ 5 10430. 49 38
-:,.31c:1 -2.'13101 15.,9 -0.7'.1 -0.4415 -43.2Ei r^ 5 1[14^^13. 1004 3F
-J. _',1 J 1 -2.4901 --1.47-35 -0.1-3 1430 -0.4415 -13.2855 111410. 49 35
-3.3101 --2.49M -1.4535 `0.34.30 - 0 .4415 -0.2855 101450. 49 33
-3. 3-150 -12. 4275 -1.4535 ­0 _3430 -0. 4 .115 -0.2855 10430. 49 31
-7.73 181
 -2.4901 -1.4535 -0.31 30 -0.4415 -0.2?li J 10430. 49 29
-3.31 S 1 21.49011 -1.4571S -0.3430 -01.4415 --0.2355 104---.0. 49 27
-3.3241 -2.4976 -1.4565 -0.3450 -6.44:0 --0.2855 10.110. 19 22
B-? CSi D11AMC F:£SP0NSE	 04-09- 74
DR Z	 1,1 I TH FSR . ( TRL 01)
RL1 14 1 POST REL E r! SE
099 19 49 41	 657	 ON-LIPS
	
ZF
DAY HP. MI11 SEC "HEC
01P 24,1374 #A LH2 TANK ULL PPESS
51-13P 33.949 #A L0:': TANK ULL PPESS
- 7P 12.799   #A CE 	 TANK STRETCH 5401P 14.412 #A r_EiITAIJP ii'!T BLKHD
'2E1P 1?.5 1 9 #A SHPOUD CACLE STPETCH 541P 9.737=1 *D CENT 111T BI.MP LP
3?2P Il?.99 #D	 HPfJIJD LD Uft il EL P
	
1rL- 11,. M I	 #	 FOP ,ii) D LOCID F 1:
	




54 r,DD -0.22'=5 I
5470D -.07976 1
CSS i , FFL S Ffl 20 17
CS, l l l: Fi_ STA 2G JO
CSc, DFFL 2' . 1C.0  1 150'
CcS PC FL 24F0
CSS DEFL 'STA 2209
CS5 I-EFL STA 2177





4 ,167 L 200. E7
445^L 
-7219.210 #





FE R STPLI T 's50'
C% STF'I.IT	 X01'
FOP STPUT 110'
FBP.T	 31382.3 I;- FBR TOTAL LOAD
OP,IGINAL PAGE IS
123
	 OF POOR QUALITY
,r
E TE_5_T 7,E - Z A _
[3 - 7. r :5 ErT iE ^I.l ITi3 f"E'I'7 s. ' ,	 1^1-i' -1 1?13	 17	 29	 42
__.P'4
ONLINE ZF
For , tia.	 1	 LI]AD 11PPLICtITTIN	 (11P) DAY	 HR I:TN SFC I
-n'0 .."9 I. 4?'_11', f«r4 .1 »(' `45,I I? -.II^.^;1}1 1 S^?'11I^ -41.1r.'iA I
43.2^'L' 2`	 •3.7 ^i?^l:"; - R'I^rl f,. i 1:, 2 e,.6 41 1 D tJI121.;? I 52t.GD - C . IGO3 I
3267u
_
19 	 . S $ 4393S -1 17..7 #P 5 . 1_`.:31) .03200 I 545'01) -0.1-170 I
4371JC - 1.7A3.9 43955 -2014.4 4tP 221: ni)	.01450 I 2464D -0.1620 I
4J'15C 4.1,%95 4,a171ti: 1'7 .4.90 4.P 2'1-,)","1D -.01249 1 5456D -.01650 I
3+345R -37i. 46 $ 44031 -	 9 *2 III' 21 3 1 CID , OR941. I 5280D -, 06nOO I
491 oC :5202.5 ? 45?rjS - 1^i _` { ,'^ 111'' 2.17 T OIl -.112150 I 5201;'1, -.051100 1
4^I rt1C 0 125.7 $ 45315 "•GG.:: -1t F 2678CIX -0.1867 'l. 22091.1) .051350 I
9 P 12A 5704.0 $ 4532S -2355.2 #f 2212AX -.07:'	 I % 2181LD -.04000 1
4G 4C -1570.3 $ 4534S -IF.,11.5 P 2209NX -.01501 '% 21r7LD -.04100 1
461150 361:}.57 $ 4463L 2?2.29^ # 2101AX -.n56eo % 5305D -.02650 I
6745A -604.137 $ 446,1L 1286.3 # 2177AX -0. 1 142 9 54631) -.03A00 I
i	 43,10C -2794.1 3 4r165L n` 1.5? 1' 21411_ 50. Pno * 26719PI? .00150- T
.175-41C 5399.7 S 4e1GE.1_ - I 1 1.5. 1 it 202L -75 - 000 # 2212RD . 5S 1--3 1
3401A 1702.8 $ 4467L 715.91 # 203L .00000 # 2209RD .523- 3 1
4-344C 1309.E $ 4.16: L 462 .29 4 Z04L -125.00 # 218IRD .902-3 1
43456_ -2117.5 2 FBRTL -434.93 AXPSL. --15 13.nn # 2177FD -.163-3 I
:4• .1`A -403.'90 $ 529 'D -A. 110.7 1 206L 175.01 0 # '05W'i D . 1;, 1 I
4;13 -96.720 $ 541P 6. 7Mi rl #D 5701D -.02011413 f 2036RD -.25G-3 I
491.41_ -719.75 • , 540P 14.5 . 19 #rl 216L -50.000 2626CD -0. 24100 I
_I 17.^A -` 001	 . 03 $ .rill ;P 45.24P 1E A 5702D -13.970 1 2464CD -0. ] 6 46 1
'?7710 . Ct ";900 1 501 P 3? ."7 3 41i l 5?KnD .000110 I 22411_:1) -. 07000 I
- 7,Lx- - - Z A
E-3 C557 EET 7C IWITN FOR) 05-10-74 130 17	 313	 02 877	 011- LI111= ZF
FORMAT NO.	 1 LOAD APPLICATION (UP) NlY	 HP MIN SEC M64r
.;726C 233.4? $ 43915 21G.96 J`^ 5454D - .00149 1 5.151 D . C F-. 499 I
41: 27C 47.064 S 43925 123. 14 7 *P 24F4Fl D -. HO I 52561E .OcFe. 00 1
^2G-t A 1	 1 1'. _G $ ^1???5 2'-4.7.91, #' 54=3D .01n000 1 54571i Onkln I
:34. 355.R3 $ 43`_15S -1i'	 - g f-: TP 22130D .0100110 I 246611) -.00149 1
47350
-169.76 $ 4.101 '-',:640.9''-. OP 220901) . 000ni) I 545GD -.00299 1
33450 -263.39 $ 14413:;.- 1135.r?6 #P 2121CUD .00000 I 528IDD -.PFt099 I
49190 oihG g n T. 4529S '32.5c".1 4:P 217 0D .00000 1 5282D ,O,)FiOO 1
49200 .00000 $ 45315 .flr1!9r:r1 4:P 2C.7ESAX .001011.:101 X 2209LD .[3: t r0 -I
919^a .nonci4 -$ 4532'5 .O	 IOO 41-P 221:11X .OBF100 X 2181LD .00000 I
'467cic -304.28 $ 45." *S -15-4.97 4T ?r O_aAY .000017 Y 2177LD .Clf 'R:00 I
46751_ -10'_.39 3 rl,"i;?.L O.CGv a 21L'IA,' -.e`O11-? Y. 5305D .560-3 1
E7F15A -2414.133 $ 4464L -176.72 # 217 --r'AX -.2501-3 T 5463,D .09000 1
43400 -311.•15 $ 44i 5L -1011.79 # 201L 2501.00 # 2678PCi 00000 1
4-S •41C: -78.4:41 $ 4.46-.6L 201.2'80 # 20'3L 50.000 2212RD C+°;I3L10 I
3401A -1!1,1. 94 $ 4.167L 411.324 # 2013L . 0000th # 2 ='09RD 00000 1
43444C -0.90-71 9 $ 44C.^L 101.79 ._C, 11- .0010001 # 211	 1F'Ti .2P96-5 1
4Z45C -2.226' 3, FSPTL 52.78` it A::FSL 300.00 # 2177RD .411-5 1
3 .1451) - 1 .5644 .$ 5297D --.5nO-7. I 206L 425.00 # 2w.-:PD .00•-F10 i
4913C -524.09 $ 5-11 P 6.3!3-14 #D 5-.01D -.02000 1 20-76RD .320-5 1
4'314C -154. •22 $ 540P 14.07 #A 21 GL -10.000 # 2626CD -.00149 ]
9134A --339.15 $ 503P 45.273 #A 5702D .80000 1 2464CD .014-9 1













C--3 CSS EET 7E (1 ,1 17H FOR)	 05-10-74
FOR.fN	 1, 1 LOAD APPI_ICAT1014 (LIP)
iC	 .r^ .G $	 43915 - 1.'r y .90 x?'
	
4-727C I J. GOO $	 4-392S -6.0 1	 ,• F.
3?G7`^ - 1 P	 1392:5	 90 a:F.
	
43340 1317"- 1 . (- $	 4395S, -55 T. 51) •'.!P
43.:51= -22:0
7
1° . 5	 4 0
	
T	 1115 -500, 90 -31 P
	
3345A -449. 37 $	 4'103 CJ - J 57.90 -*P
491 aC	 2161AOO $	 45.2,+S -Gr-: l .07 A!
	
4920C ,00000 $	 45315 - X469.5 11 AT
	
9192A .917000 $	 4532S -526.`113 #P
	
4r_ 74C 456.37 5	 45345 -495.90 'p
	
46t5C ., 1,' 37.0 $	 4-46 '2 -?0.30? sr
	
6745A -3 n0.71 $	 44i--,4L -127.63 11
	4340C -2532.2 $	 44651- 101.179 as
	
43-1 1 C -62. 752 $	 44G6L --40.562 #
	
3491A -1297.5 $	 4467L -t1il.32G ik
	
43-14C 17 87.6 $	 441.3L	 00000 it
	
4345C - 191;3. 2 $	 FERTL 2-C.144 1r
	
314511 -c.7 .761 $	 5297D -.00 0,99 1
	
49130 509.93 $	 541P F. ?o7, #D
	
4914x_ -1813.5 $	 5411P	 1 .4.47=1 #1=1
	91346 -G51.84 $	 5,03P 45 . 3,24 if(i
	5?94D .090no I	 501P• 33. _: 65 4 +iA
	
1317 17 44 27	 36 1	 ON-L I1'E
DAY HIS MIN St=1: MSS
	5454D -. '01 ,4? 1	 1.D.r-11n pG0
24C..-1DD	 . C101-49	 1	 5256D -. 00"700
	
5 ,7'_,rD .00000 1	 5.45;1 -.011049
	
?217.rID .Cn013n I	 246dD .00149
	
22fhFI J1) .00000 1	 5456D -.00-1 50
210l1-1I1	 .001000	 1	 52010D	 .00099
217;'011	 13191100 1	 5232D . 00000
	
267"A:; -.171?024 Y.	 2209LD .0000+0
	
2212AX -.00774 %	 2181LD .610000
	
22 0 ,9AX - . itAROO Y	 2177LD .00000
211111:: -. 00:2 ,19	 ,e	 5 .:0156	 .00099
2177(-1;; - .00099 	 5463D .2",r-3
	
201 L ;1-00.0 #	 2673RD .2-30-3
	
202L 5425.0 #	 2212RD .907-4 1
	203L 25.0 #	 2 • 0'?PD .940-4 I
	
2014L 56215.0 #	 218 I RD	 .3-''i;-4 i
	
AXPSL X 1975. #	 2177RD .164-4 1
	




51-01I1 ,131999 1	 2036RD .0EnsA0 I
	
216L 20.000 #	 2626CD -.01199 I
	57C1'D ,02 000 I
	 2464CD .000010 I
	 2 D	 .00000 	 I	 2241171~ ,T1F'•ti99 	 I
TEST '7 ge - 2 A
8-3 C_} EET 7E (KITH F6P.) 05-10-74 130 17	 50	 24 165 7	 Ofl-LJHE
FORNRT NO.
	 I LOAD APPLICATION
	 (UP., DR Y HP	 111H	 SEC MSEC
43260 -1Inn4. $ 4391S
-it ti2.s? itP 17-dW -0.2985 I	 5451D 1.7501	 143270 -15.688 $ 4'925 -5050.5 *P 2464DD 0.1453 I'	 5`56D I	 37 04	 I3-2 67R -5509. 7 $ 4393" - "31 1 . #P 5458-D _, 0? 1501 I ;	 5452 D I . c^;J13	 I43.4C 6321.0 $ w?955 -46 --9.0 -RP 221320D O'89CiCl I	 2464D 0.8461
	 1
4 7-35C -10075. $ 44015 2914.0 #P 2I 70:9 0 D
-0 7350 1	 54rFeD 0.6075
	 I7745Q --1 t,7G . 7 $ 4,107S 3441.1 #P 218105 .13320)15 I	 52^CTU 15. ?=165 t	 149150 .00000 $ 4525S -465x:8.2 1T2I770D -.02549 I	 52.^;211 0.2(-.40
	 I4'-:4t0C
.01 01-1 00 s 4531S -52GS.0 4`F' 2678AX -0.114= Y	 220'?LD 0.21775
	 I9192A .00000 $ 45325
-4245.2 *P 2212IM - . FIGG26 'l.	 ? 181 L D E1. 1732	 j4b74C 2:?87.3 S 45?4':) -402,0 .2
 *P 2 ' 171+x}! -.07225
•"	 21 <<LD 0.	 0517^^	 I4675C -6914.0 $ 4463L -969.6? # 2101AX -.013 ,162 r	 53n5I, 0. 1415
	 I674511 -2 151.; . 1 $ 44C,1L
- 10	 Ca . U * 217 TAX - . 0n37?4 ::	 54631, .06075	 I4340C 4334.7 T 4 ,165L 159	 . ,1? # 22111_ 5r5C1, 0 2GT'lPD
.0P l?_ a	 I4341C
-94.120 T r14GrL 922. -04 # 2C1?I_ TT0. o #	 221f PD 3. r` 7';-	 ]31 15111 2120.2 $ -14r>-L 4 , 13.5'3 # 2031_ 5('50.01 *	 ^22019(-'1',




  • # 20,1L -5.50.0 #	 21r	 S1RD .549 - 3	 I434rC 4431.0 $ FE:PTL 3LGG.0 * A:;FSL 224561. #	 2171RD .712--3
	 I3'145A 544.016 s 529711 .0 ;576 I ^1:12,1_ 7-1.'S	 Fi #	 2M PD 15-4
	 14913C -1650.2 s 5-11 P 6. 7 490 #D 5701D ? . ':^ 0 I i	 20 -76RD . X125-?	 I49140 2952.1 $ 540P 14.459 # 1a 'le-L .171]000 2E2.GCD 0.9956
	 I9134A 555.96 $ 503P 45.324 sA 5702D .00000 I	 2464CD 0.7007	 15294D -0.1260 1 501 P 3. 0,49 #A 52961, .0C1o00 I	 2241CD 0.3285	 I
'."NIGINU PAGLO T`
1	 5 171 POOR QUALI'T'Y
ZF
r
7ES ^' 7 4F -2 A
13-3 C S ECT •.'E (IiIIIH FER)
	
05-lO- Tel
FOPCIAT NO. 1 LOAD APPL I CAT I OH (UP)
	4 _26C -18627. $	 47191 E -506i:'.. 7 r P
	
432TC 31.376 $	 47925 --9571.5 #P
	
326.- A -92'--42 . 0 z	 4.393S -6877.7 #P
	
4:34, 1.'. 1 /3. $	 4-795` -96012.5 #P
	
43350 - 1."114. $	 44O1S 6790.7 mF'
	
3345A -,:,1J1:i5.0 $	 4403S 7411.2  #P
	
4919C_ ,OMOO $	 4529=' -79x•1.5 #P
	
49200 .i o,on
- 0 $	 45319 -110; 2. #P
	
9192A .00000 $	 4532~ -3438.0 #P
	
4674C 6005.0 $	 45340' -948 r2.Cl #P
	
4675C -1 4nO2. w	 4463L -2343.0 #
	
E741A -39 r-,3.7 3	 4164L -125x'.`
47400	 115015.	 $	 .4465L 15=17.5 tx
	
4= '41C -156.86' $	 4466L 2722.6 *
	
_..1171A 5!;74.2 $	 4/167L 9,^•.'r .56	 #
	
43440 - '^ '?31 .0 r	 44FSL -1475.8 #
	
4345C 12158. $	 FSRTL 7244.0 4'
	
_74450 1613.9 $	 52971) -0.1440 I
	
4?13C -L ' J9.7 S	 541P 6.7-999 #D
	
4? 14C 7327 .2 $	 540P 14.52 1 #n
	
9134A 221'7.7 $	 503P 45.27? #A
	
5294D -0.2 7 99 I
	
501F 73.77-3 #A
I .- 0	 17	 5F'
	23	 31-	 nl





2464DD 0.3521 I	 5251=D
	
5158D -.0 7. 1111	 I	 54513D
	
221301, 0. 10A  I	 2464D
	
220?Orl .09101 	 1	 54561)
	
21 ^ 1 O D .04000 I	 528011
	
211- 1-OD - . 02700 I	 52026




2209ASC -.09026 1	 2177LD
	
21 ^ 1 AX -.07201 	 5.30'11
	
21770:', -.009q-q %	 54631,
	






.'03L 544"5.0 #	 2;: Fl9Prl
	
2fl4L 5600.0 #	 21 F' 1 F'I,
	







5701D 5.0000 1	 2075 F Ie
	
216L -20.01=10 #	 -5 '6CD
	
5702r' .00999 I	 2464CD
	







1 . 6950 I










. ^^^'+252 	 I
00114 1
.Enili=f_i	 I
. 2i" 1-_	 1
	





L.. _• 6611	 I
T-ES T' 7E -2 A
- . - - __
2-7 C-q EET 7E (WITH FSP)	 05- 10-7^1	 13.0 10 tl-7, 38	 lOn	 OIJ-L I'IE	 ZF
FOPtK	 Fl. I LOAD APPI-ICATI011 (UP) 	 PAY HP HIM SEC M5
	
4326C - .:5252. $	 43D 1' -?G 12.0 #P	 5454D -1 .OR45 1	 ;)4511, 5.4048 1
	
43270 -94.128 $	 4-92S -1-10159. 4P 2464l DD 0.56r-2 I	 52561) el. 2629 1
	
3267A -12673. $	 4393S -97:6.5 #F'	 `4581) -0.1710 I	 54531) 3.93476 I
4l 4C
	
18790.	 r	 4-97)S-1.36:'13.	 I!P 2-1 7 01t 0. VF 59	 I	 2z1F,411) 2.5470
	
1
4335C - .:6189.	 $	 4401S 11 197.	 OP ;_.'0`101, 0. 112 0 	 1	 5.1°.,GJ)	 I . Pn 1':	 7
	
3345A -3699.2 1	 44035 10632, . #F' 218101 , .05050 1	 52C OD GI .r1 3' 1	 I
	
49190 .00000 $	 -1529S -11 ,1 x` ,1.	 4+P 2177DD -.02150 1
	 52221) 0.7565 I
49200	 00i 00 $	 4531'3 -16540. #F' 267SAX -0.1600 X	 22n"LD 0. r='^.03 I




46740 ''9 10 .0 $	 45345 -13710. #F' 22090X -.095 16
 2171 LD 0.4040  j
	
467 5C
 -21575. $	 44G--L -35=4.5 #	 2181AX	 07.2 13 °>	 5-705D:U•!1)	 I_
	
6745A -5 01-72.5 $	 4.1F,1L -1747.3 #	 2177AX	 4110149 %	 546 5D .09 7 7G I
	
4340C 17905. $	 44P'5L 2210.0 #	 201L 56::5.0 #	 267 'SP 11 .013548 I
	
4;41C -298. n6 $	 4466L 3631.5 #	 202L 5500.9 #
	 2212RD	 Ona06 I
	
3401A 8803.5 $	 444, L 1 ,131 . 7 #	 21?JL 5550.0 #	 2209PD .00471	 1
	
43-14C -14454. r	 446SL -235 i . n #	 204L 5700.0 #	 21 F' 1 RD .00229 I
	
43450 1^9" 9. $	 F&PTL 1113.5. #	 A:•:PSL 22375. #	 2177PD .00254 I
3,145A 2277.1
	
r	 52'?7 D -0.217n	 1	 21-iFi- 2200A. #	 2053RD .433-3 I
	
431`C -41=6.0 $	 541P 6,•0623 #T,	 57010 6.i5`.,1 I	 2036PD .862-3 I
	
4914C 11359. $	 5-10P 1 el. 499 #Fi.	 NrL -60.0400 #	 26526CD .2. 40 5 '3 7 I
	
3134A 3607.0 $	 5113P 45.24.-'3	 5702D .0`000 I	 _464CD 1.9788 I
	
5294D -0.4-790 1	 501P 33.023 *r1	 C `:181) .0727 r^ I	 :?241CD 0,0121
	 I
oR,GINAL PAGE x14,























E-3 CS_, EET 7E [LlLTH FGP)	 C71-10
FoFvAT M g . 1 -LOAD APPLICATION (UF'
,1 7-.2 6, 	 -331_30.	 $	 4='91S	 I11157.
	
4327C -78.441 -$	 4392S 18T60
	
32E7A !e. 9. $	 4393S -1-7122.
	
4374C 2572.x . $	 4395S -17647.
	
,1335C -35-4381. $	 44015 113530.
	
33-45R ­1354.2 $	 4.407-5 1399 1 .
	
49190 .00000 $	 4529S - 15265.
	
4920.1, .00000 x	 45315 -2234S.
	
9192A .00000 $	 45427 - I74G2 .
	





-96. $	 4463L -50 .0
	
67 4 ,A - 
_
i 165.5 T. 	 4464L -22U.5
	
43'40C 2 .1=4 5. $	 4465L w 1 ' 7 .0
	
47410 -266.Fs $	 446'GL 5:=75.5
	
34114 1-:039. $	 4,167 L 74:'6.3
	
43 .140 -2131 7) . $ 	 4468[. -3205. 6
	
43450 126276. $	 FPF-'TL. 15736.
	
34454 295t.5 T	 5.'- ^l 7P -0.2972
	
4913C -52 .10.2 $	 541P 6.387.1
	
49140 16479. $	 540P- 14.537
	91,74A 5619.5 $	 5011P 45.24
	
52941 1 -0.5DDO I	 501P 3:3. X14_+
130 18 06 01	 086	 Ot





	24h DD .7 3 1 ­, G I.	 5256D
	
5458D -0.1855 f	 5453D
	
221 70D 0.7860 I	 2464D
	
22090P e- l l=.10 I	 5456D
	21SlOD .05^517 V	 52801D
	
:'17, OD -.01400 1	 S 82D
	
2678AX -0.1573 .	 22;1r4LD
	
.2212AX -. 0 -0 101 l	 2181LD
2209RX - .0987 6 Y. 2177LD
	
21? 1AX .0'16763 /.	 5-30SD
217 ; AX	 00975 %	 5467D
	
2011- 5hsn r #	 26. -.Pr1
	
', G"N5t, 5. a	 2 2 12'PD
	
21731_ 5550.0 #	 ^2r =1r,D
	
20.1L 5475.0 #	 2I?IPD
	
A,'.PSL 22,-.00. #	 217 ^ fs
571111! 8.5796	 I	 2036E'D
	
216L -30.1=°OO #	 262ECD
	
5702D -.07000 I	 2464CD





























1 A go g;	 i
THST 7H --2 A
13-S	 CSS	 EF_T 7E	 (i..! I Tii	 FET) 05-10 -74 130	 12 14	 16
FOFI4RT 110.	 1 LORD PPPLICOTI011 (UP') DAY	 HR	 41I11	 SEC
43260 -4357 13. $ 4791S -15="3E. #P 5454D -2.0760	 1
43270 -203.93 '$ 4392 -267, 01. #F' 2464DD 1.0785	 1
326TH -21 2,27. T 4 `?35 -1F. ,'C:I 41P 545^D - 01 .2535	 1
4334C 35228. T 4?955 -• 041-4 . #F 221 ;OD 0.2725	 1
43350 -47712. $ 440 1S 23J3  . #P 2?4790D 0.2520	 I
37454 -	 •'ti1,7 T 441ti3r 1p"S„A. #r 218ICID .OF950	 I
49 =^a C1 . Oi i17i7F^ ^ 4 ^t^.^5299 2 0093-^C •_^	 _ . # f' 21714 011, .00 71 ,49	 1
4920C .00000 = 4.131 -306:14. wP 26TRAX -0.1312	 S
91924 .0OOCO T 45325 23922. #F' 221?R" -.OT051
.IG74C 17 1755. 1 453=15 -:'6'3 171 . #P 220?ri X -0. 100C1	 °.e
46.-5r -38724. $ 4413L -6692.5 # 21110 -.06313	 1
C745A -105 714. T 4464L -21875. °_ 2177AX . 00599
434011. 33.726. $ 445 5L 4287.2 # 2011. 5525.0
-1741C -53? .34 $ 4461 L GK:0 - 7 .2012L 5275.0	 #
` .,.71 A 1 6:. 1. ^; . $ 49671_ 2'672.2 tr 217.31- 54125.0	 #
4_ 41 C -22::f.5. $ 44601L -•41 _+2.5 # 204L 5500.0	 #
47,45C 3; 6'-1. $ FBPTL 20798. # AXFSL 21825.	 #
-113451 411 ^4	 . 2_ $ 52 97D -0. ,11.32 1 2'il_	 :_1!	 1	 #
491F,C -74CO.7 $ 5,11P 6.4372 ^:D "L11^ "2G9	 I
49144 2.3337. $ 540P 14.524 4fl 216L -120".001 0	 #
5.1741 792 :7.2 $ 1_.O ,P 45.224 *A 5'LT21^ -. 001399	 1
5294D -0.8536 1 501P 33.923 #A 5298D 0.2870	 1










21 c-.'] 1_D 0.9532 1
2177Lr1 (1.9171 I5`05D 01.5275 I
5:^_h7D 0.1250 I
2672PD 01 11-.,R I
2212L?D .E10U57 I
2271 -spD .00905 j









E'.-3	 r '•';	 ('!'T	 71-	WITH	 I'E'.+v)	 :,,	 in	 .'•1
FOE'	 1;ft.	 1	 LOAD	 OPPLI1 ATIt?I I 	(LIP)
4'x,0	 4T3 7" - 	 T	 -1 1''	 -- 1 rC.,V.	 4.1"
-3 -.27C - 329.  43	 $	 4392S
3267A -24r.11I. 	 $
	
4-.93S	 -1€?'369.	 #F'
43340	 395452.	 $	 4395S -27536.	 #F'
4T=5C -5•t•k:;r:1.	 :r	 44015	 27?92.	 4F'
_3450 -r 11 9 -5	 $	 440-3S	 21+`^.	 11P
49 19C	 . HMOO	 9;	 45'9 a -237E'6 .	 4p
4920C	 .00000	 $	 45315 -7,4790.	 *P
9192A	 .00000	 S,	 4532S -27011.	 41P
46740	 19783.	 $	 4534S -29726.	 #P
4675C -41754.	 $	 44631- -7529.7
6745H -1 14^2.	 $	 4464L -	 I .7
434CC	 39104.	 2	 44651	 ;,,."+.2
4311C -643. 12	 T.	14661-	 7^Il?.7	 #
3401A	 1 1 231.	 $	 4,167L	 2974.3	 ft
43440 -3=314.	 $	 446?L.	 -4;'`7'.5	 it
43450	 43^_ C'? .	 $	 Fl::F' I L	 2'--"	 ff
3,145A	 52E4.7	 S	 5J "17 D  -0	 V,	 I
491	 L -o573.5	 541P	 6.:1127	 "ID
4913C	 26587.	 $	 540P	 14.512	 #`t t
? 13-IA	 9004.5	 $	 j0 =P	 15.273	 1.1-i
5294D	 --0.9^11	 I	 5171Ir	 °".'.0 1 11?	 "A
DIAL PAGE IS
	 TEST 74" - 4? A
C-7 CP,S	 EET 7E	 (I:+ITH CEP)	 015-101	 i
FORTIAT 00.	 1 LOAD APPLICATI011	 (UP,
13?Ei	 5502.5	 $	 4391S	 83eti.07	 #P
4,727C	 94.128	 $	 4392S	 18`.96	 #P
3267A	 2798.3	 $	 4393S	 502.90	 #P
47 7-4C	 15'72.2	 $	 4-9x1	 -	 „p
43 7-
-
JC	 46:3.7 8	 T	 4,1015	 583.`-1 1]	 Ir
.	 .345A	 1023.0	 $	 4403S	 1456.2	 #-
49 190	 . Il+ - 000 	 $	 ^4529S	 1 1 7 7. 1,3	 #F'
492030	 . nri1700	 I	 4531S	 1 E,'^'0 .:, 	 #l-'
9192A	 . 00000	 T	 4532S	 14"^ 6. ^	 0P	 2
,4r y 4C -^^.3a 1, 2';	 'T	 453-.•'1S
41;75C
	
76 . -54	 I-	 446-?L -717.12
67450	 -153.35	 T	 ^14t:,U-	 -471. -75^	 f.
43400 -0.9199	 $	 4465L	 57.01 11'i01
4.341 C	 -94- 128	 T	 44+ 61_	 ^l ^r. , 75	 91
3401A -47.52,3	 3	 44671-	 100.^I	 #
4^•1=1C
	 - 1+'1r. .`'	 $	 441_r-,L	 Br	 -00
434_C	 217	 .2	 $	 FEF'TL	 21,8.7	 #
7445A	 2 7 1' . 73	 $	 5--97D -.02950 	 1
4al?C	 12'9O.1	 $	 541P	 6.3124	 #D
49140 -5015.9^	 $	 540P	 14. 1499	 % A
9134A	 392.10	 $	 507P	 45.242	 #17
5294D -.0:'20~9	 I	 5012	 33.093	 #ta
1'k 1`1	 10	 1(7111	 srO	 911--LTHE	 ZF
DIl	 HR	 N111	 SE=C	 I
"1 .0~•14	 -?.:'.;017	 1	 511'-1D	 11.78'1	 I
x:16-ILl I+	 1.2-'76	 I	 52561	 9.2'9`9	 1
5458D -0.'2915	 1	 5453D	 8.5679	 I
22130D	 0.3250	 I	 2464D	 5.5244	 I
?2090D	 0.309'5	 1	 5.156I:+	 3.90110	 1
218IOD	 .07300	 I	 5280D	 2.0219	 1
21770D	 .01849	 1	 5282D	 1 . 6440	 1
2678A," 	 1 ! 23	 X	 2209LD	 1 . `.j95	 I
2212A	 -.0~876	 °l.	 2131LD	 1.0890	 I
2209^W	 -0.1112	 P	 2l(7LD	 1.0432	 I
21C;1AX' -.06325	 r	 5305D	 0.5945	 I
2177A." -.00599 	 5463D	 0.1757	 I
20It.	 5515.0	 #	 2678RD	 .01--C. 6	 1
2x121_
	 5350.0	 #	 2212PD	 07(1993	 I
20 -3 1-	 5-', 79.9 	 221»1`-'+PD	 .01047	 1
204L	 541'5. 6 	#	 21 E:1 PD	 OP654	 I
2 11'2.5.	 *	 21 r 7PP	 E+0'50' 1	 I
? 111
	
r.	 ! '`'sf1	 #	 2E15.3PD	 00! 126	 I
C; 'El 1D	 1'.6691	I'	 203GRD	 1^ '. 172	 I
2161-	 .01-1 0003	 #	 2 626CD	 E-2099 	 I
`'^0211 -.n 7 000	 I	 2 .161CD	 4.29134	 1
`_, '9`P
	
f3.?4`.12	 I	 2241CD	 1.7295	 1
13rt	 I8	 -'1 	 16	 052	 OH-L 1! IE	 ZF






5451D	 1 . 1299	 I
2464I 1 I ,	Cl. 1430	 1	 5256D	 0 . E	 S5	 I
5452D -.06150	 1	 5453I?	 03.75613	 I
2217OP	 0.1210	 i	 2464D	 M'28 0	1
22090D	 0.1369	 1	 5456D	 0.37 095	 1
21810D	 .05000	 I	 5280D	 0.2370	 I
?k77uD	 .0234'?	 I	 52829	 0.1745	 I
2E-4 3 AX - .043350 Y	 220^9LD	 03. 1014	 I.
21	 H:v; -, I14575	 X	 2 1'=' 1 LD	 .02826	 1
2?0 A l ' -.0-1950 	 21771-11	 . f -275	 I
21c 111:<. -. 01474	 °:	 5305D	 .06900	 1
2I 77 A''	 . CIO	 • . 1'3	 X	 5463D	 .01649	 1
201L	 45.000	 tt-	 267 8F'D	 .49•4-3	 1
2[121_	 ^513 , nn	 t1	 22121' 1^	 r 15 - 3	 1
203L	 ^010. 00 	#	 2209PD	 .582-3	 1
2041-	 625. 0301	#	 2101PP	 .233-3	 I
AXPSL
	
2300,A	 *	 21 r" 7 PD	 .49 : -3	 I
06L	 525.00	 #	 2115-TI,	 .414-3	 1
5-(01D	 1.9$01	 1	 2036PE , 	.?67-3	 I
216L	 10.000	 *	 262ECD	 13.5295	 1
57029 -.03k ,00	 I	 2464-D0.3650	 I
52D'OD	 .0000A	 I	 2241CD	 0.1755	 1
140
iTEST 3E
B-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT 1=88) 05-15-74 135 18 14 39	 799
I: ORr-r NO. 5 LOAD APPLIrATIUN (UP) 	 PAY HR MIN SEC ' rC
	
4326 c04.67 $	 4391S 681.90 *P	 5454D 5.9520 I	 5451D 0.3250 1
	
4327C -S£5.65 $	 4392S -402.92 *P 2464DD -4.9803 1	 5256D 0.2415 I
	
3267A -735.28 $	 43935 -247.96 *P	 5458D 1.9921 1	 5453D 1.6381.7
	
4374C 369.65 $	 43955 -154.97 *P 221303D 1.9776 I	 2464D 1.3620 1
	
43350 -1045.0 $	 4461S -92.984 *P 22090D 1.9766 1	 5456D 0.1140 I
	
?345A -337.67 S	 44035 30.994 *P 21910D 1.9806 1	 5280D 0.4770
	
4919C 976.'x3 $	 45295 -185.96 *P 21770D 1.9676 1 	 5262D .07350
	
4926C -403.26 $	 45315 -281.70 *P 2678AX 1.5986 X	 2209LD .06826 I
	
9192A 286.84 $	 45325 -309.95 *P 2212AX 1.0632 %	 21BILD .08050 I
	
46741- 123.B2 T	 45345 -779-95 *P 224?9AX 1.0324	 217 7LD .97375 1
	
4675C - 149.76 $	 2161AX 0.5427 %	 5305D .05700 I
	
6745A -12.969 $	 52941 1.9160 I	 2177A"' -.00049 X	 5463D .0-x975 I
	
43400 1786.3 $	 5297D 0.9956 I	 201L -2-5.0003 *	 26 -,'BPD -.01580 I
	
43•IIx_. -351.32 $	 5298D .09000 1	 202L -50.000 *	 2212PD -.01053 I
	
3401A 7I7.53 $	 2433E .09000 *	 22039RD -.01044 !
	
4344C 246.28 $	 4922S .00000 *P	 204L 25.6100 t	 21BIRD -.00717 I
	




3445A 517.56 $	 206L 675.00 *	 2053RD -.256-4 1
	
4913C -853.25 $	 5701 Ti 0.1600 1 	 2036PD .246-3 I
	
4914C 1529.0 $	 540P 14.374 *A	 2626CD 7.5299
	
91 -74A 317.90 $	 503P 30.249 *A	 5265L , 4.9925 I	 2-1F4C D 6.3418 i
	
L I11EL -52.039 *	 501P 201.47 x-1 *A	 5266P 4.9674 I	 22411D 2'.1690 1
E-3 CSS EET 3E (W















3401A 3c. 174903 $
4344C -200.59 $


























135 18 15 33	 081
	 ZF
DAY HR MIN SEC MSEC
5454D .610000 1
	 5451D .00000 I
	2elG DD .00149 1
	 5256D .00349 I
	5456D .00 00 1
	
54535 .00000 I
	2213014 .0 00 I
	
246411 .00000 I
	22090D . 0000 1
	
54565 -.06_1149 I
	21610D .0 4 00 1
	 5280D -.00099 I
	2177014 .007-9 1	 5282D .99000 I
	
2678AX .00000 X	 2209LD .00000 I
	
2212AX -.253 -3 %	 218ILD .000040 I
	
2209AX .250-3 Y	 2177LD	 GA000 I
	
2181AX -.125-3/.	 5305D .00000 1
	
217 7AX .00000 %	 5463D .00000 I
	
2011_ -25.00 01 *	 2676RD .00000 I
	
202L -50.000 *	 2212'FD -.292-5 I
	
203L -50.000 *	 2209RD -.2.34-5 I
	
204L -50.000 *	 2121PD -.198-5 i
	
AXPSL -175.00 *
	 2177PD .00000 I
	
206L 525.00 *	 2053RD .000061 !
	
5701D -.040430 1	 2036RD .00000
'2626CD .00000
	
5265D .00000 1	 2464CD - .00149
5266D
	







135	 16 21	 10






































































D-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHPIT FDR) 05-15-74
FORNOT NO. 5 LOAD APPLICATION (LIP)
43261	 78.441 $	 4391S -216.96 *P
4327C -78.441 $	 43925 -216.96 #P
3267A -78.441 $	 439?S -185-96 *P
4334C -30.616 $	 43355 -216.96 *P
4335C 15.534 $	 44015 -402.92 *P
33450 -7.5410 $	 4403S -340.93 *P
4919C 15.688 $	 4529S -247.46 *P
4920C 202.10 $	 4531S -219.10 *P
9192A ION-89 $	 45325 -340.93 *P
4674C -246.28 $	 45345 -278.95 *P
4675C -15.534 $
6745A -130.91 1, 	5294D .00199 1
43400 31.376 $	 5297D .250-3 I
47,41C 77.082 $	 5290D .500--3 I
3401A 54.22£1 $
4144L -77.222 $	 4922S -278.95 *P
43 .150 -31.069 $	 4923S -125.82 VP
34450 -54.144 $
4913C -46.603 $
4914C -183.07 1	 540P 14.371 *A
91340 - 1 14.03  $	 5071' 30.249 *A
LINEL -44.181 #	 5AlF 20.449 *A
TE5 T .3E
B-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT 7= BR) 05-15-74
F-ORFIAT NO. 5 LOAD APPLICATinll (UP)
43260 -2794.1 $	 43915 -650.87 *F
4327C 232.60 $	 4392S -867.81 #P
3261 A -1280.7 $	 4393S -774.84 #P
43.340 1495.1 $	 4395S -601.87 #P
4335C -2206.1 $	 44115 -774.F-4 *P
7Q450 --355.45 $	 4403S -712.87 *P
49190 731.34 $	 415295 -805.84 #C'
4920C -1957.0 $	 4531S -4 3. 6 *C'
9192A -t 12 . E:1 $	 453125 -9617.70 *f'
45;4C 771.78 $	 4534S -743.84 *P
4675C -1910.9 $
6745A -573.54 $	 5294D -.00149 I
43400 -1755.0 $	 529711 -.01 .7174 1
4341C	 1112.7 $	 52991) .500-3	 I.
340IR -321.10 S
43440 1001.1 $	 4922S -B05.84 *P
4345C -1467.6 $	 49235 -534.71 *P
3445A -233.19 $
4913C 447.32 $
49140 -1331.1 $	 540P 14.374 *A
9134A -441.92 $	 503P 30.274 *H


































135 16 22 05











2181HX - .625 -3 9












B-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT FBR) 95-15-74 l35 18 27 31	 456
FOP(1AT 110. 5 LOAD APPLICATION (UP) 	 DAY HR NIN SEC f`C
43265C	 $	 4391S -2479.2 *P	 5454D .30449 I	 5491D .04500 1
	
4327C 1471.5 $	 4392S -3377.7 *P 2464DD -.00637 1 	 5256D .00700 1
	
3267A -5900.2 $	 4393S -2634.1 *P	 5456D .00000 1	 5453D .02100 I
	4334C 7231.0 $	 4395S -2417.2 *P 21130D - . 500-3 I	 2464D .014 --9 1
	
4335C -11311. $	 4401S -2696.1 *P 2'090D - .04000 I	 5456D -00-799 I
	
3345A -2079.8 $	 44035 -2696.1 *P 21810D .00099 1 	 52601) .00000 1
	
49190 4341.0 $	 45295 -2851.0 *P 21770D --.01099 1	 5282D .500-3 I
	
49200 -11175. $	 4531S -3160.7 *F 267BOX -17.1743 %	 2109LD .00149 1
	9192A -3417.0 $	 4532S -3377.7 *P 22 12A -.05325 •l. 2101LD .001-: 74 I
	
46T4C 3562.1 $	 45.:,45 -2443.2 *P 2--09AX -.05625 	 2177LD .00774' 1
	46750 -8497.5 $	 2181AX -.03125 %	 5305D .500-3 1
	
6745A -245.7 .6 $	 5294D .00000 I	 2177OX -.01374 X	 5463D .00000 1
	4340C -10351. $	 5297D - .03400 1	 201L 20475. *	 2678RD .553-4. I
	
4341C 6401.2 $	 5290D -.02450 I	 202L 20350. *	 2212-TD .497-4 1
	
7-4010 -1775.0 $	 203L 20550. *	 2209F. D -.294-5  1
	4344C 7136.0 $	 4922S -2758.1 *P	 204L 20560. *	 2181PD .436-4 1
	
4345C -9502.5 $	 49235 -2012.4 *P	 AXPSL 81872. *	 2177RD .946-4 I
	
3445A -1133.1 $	 L 	 . 00 *	 2053RD -.197-5 I
	49130 2410.6 $	 9701D - . 0171301	 I	 20 36P. D	 109-3 I
	
49140 -7 337.0 $	 54DP 14.399 *A	 26261--D .02549 1
	
9174A -2163.1 $	 50.P 3n. 199 *A	 5265D -.On ,199 i	 2464CD .00637 I
	
LIFIEL -200.52 *	 `n1F 20.3-99 *11	 1	 22411_D .00009 F
T`'S T 3E
	
0-3 F-59 FET 3E (WITHOUT FIIP) n5-15- 74 135 18 32 39	 123
FORMAT 110. 5 LOAD APPLICATION (UP)
	 DAY HR MIN SEC MSEC
4726- C -27^53. $	 4391S -5112.5 *P
	 5454D -0.6721 1
	 5451D 1.9651- I
	
43-1-7C 2672.0 $	 4392S -7899.7 *P 2464DD 0.7362 1
	 52%D 1.5154 1
32G7A -1-590. $
	 43535 -6041.7 *P
	 5454D -.05550 1
	 5453D 1.4175 I
	
4334C 15411. T.	 43955 
-6785.0 #P 22130D .00149 I
	 2464D 0.8956 I
	
4335C -23n?5. $
	 4401S 102-1.6 *P 22090D -
.04250 I	 5456D 0.6315 I
	
3345A -3 896.2 $	 4403S 1270.8 *P 21010D .01199 1
	 5280D 0.7010 1
	
4919C W-907. $	 45295 -63132.2 *F 21770D -.00549 I
	 5232D 0.2420 I
	
49200 -19237. $
	 45?1S -6196.5 *P 2678AX -0.1908 Y.
	 2209LD 0.2372 I
	
919?A -4164.7 $
	 4532-1 -7249.5 *P 2212AX -.05950
	 21 v;1LD £1. 17017 I
	4674C 7639.5 $
	 15345 -5940.7 *P 2209n" -.116876 X
	 21,'7LD 0.lE.8s I
	
4675C - 17627. $	 218 1  AX -.07751D  Y	 5305-D 0.1050 I
	
6745A -486 ! .7 Tb	 5294D -0.1535 I
	 2177AX - . 02499	 5463D .03425 1
	4340C -46.603 $
	 5297D -0.1022 I
	 201L 20525. *
	 26TDRD .00246 I
	
43410 45.9-07 $
	 529BD .02725 1
	 202L 20325. *	 2212RD .00159 1
	
3401A -0.4479 $
	 203L 20550. #
	 2209PD .ESL? 170 1
	4744C -77.222 $
	 49225 -6103.7 *P
	 204L 20525. *
	 2181RD .00102 1
	
43450 -31.069 s
	 4923S -4339.7 *P	 AXPSL 81924. *	 2171-RD .674-3 I
	
3445A -54.14-1 $	 206L 7625.0 *	 2053RD .473-4 I
	
4913C -IC9.07 $	 57011) 2. r
	 I	 2@36PD .242-3 1
	
4914C -393.85 $
	 540P 14.362 *A
	 2'62FXD 0,7455 1
	
9134A -281.46 $
	 503P 30.274 *A
	 5265D -0.3912 I
	 2464fD 0.5092 1
	
LINFL. -363.59 *
	 501P 20.449 *A
	 5266D -0.3962 I




fTE 6 7-	3 E_
8-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT F6P) 05-15-74 1'5	 18	 4^	 03 847 ZF
FORMAT NO. 5 LOAD APPLICATION (UP) DAY	 HR MIN SEF MSEC
4:	 : -44896. $ 4391S -7593.0 *P 54`4D -1.4055 5451D 3.9100 I
432;*C -88716. $ 4392S -	 -153. *P 2464DD 0.8041 1 5256D 3.0589 1
3267A -660004. $ 4393S -,_.19.0 *P 545^D -(1.1?15 1 54531) 2.'-_`•210 1
4334C 24016. $ 43955 -10902. *P 22130D .02449 I 2464D 1.;971 I
4335C -338176. $ 44015 5022.7 *F 220901, -.02 -100 I 5456D 1.12535 I.
3345A -4394.0 $ 4403S 5239.7 *P 218101, .02399 1 52801) 0.6030 I
4919C -61442. $ 4529S -9881.0 *P 21770D .00109 1 5282D 0.4840 I
49200 -61904. $ 4531S -13541. *P 2678AX' -0.1856 l 2209LD 0.4670 1
9192A -61674. $ 4532S -11552. *P 2212AX -.05200 X 21SILD 0.3215 I
4674C 13185. $ 4534S -9540.5 *F 2209AX -.07476 % 2177LD 0.-147 1
4675C -26948. $ 2181AX -.05550 % 5305D 0.1055 I
6745A -6431.0 $ 5294D -0.2940 1 2177A:-. -.02449 '/. 5463D .05325 1
43JRC 9794.5 $ 5297D -0.1755 I 201L 2-05670. * 267 8RD . 00 11 I6 I
4341C -92576. $ 5298D 0.1045 1 202L 20375. * 2212PD .00338 I
3401A -41392. $ 203L 20r5O. * 2209PD .001366 I
4344C -,-522.7 $ 4922S -63184. *P 2041- 206110. * 2181PD .00222 I
4745C 9762.0 $ 4923S -64x'80. *P A:' PSL 819'14. * 2177PD .0Fj150 I
3445A I Ot;9. 6 $ 0:_ L	 147LI0 ` * 2053 .216-3 I
4913C -1 G 71 .5 $ ?711 D 4.7:999 I 2036PD .461-3 I
49140 5136.; $ 540P 14.362 *A 2626CD 1.4154 I
9134A 1`982.6 $ 503P 30.249 *0 5265D -0.8126 I 2464CD 0.9971 1
LIIIEL -5 211.96 it 501P 201.499 *A 5 6C-D -0.3::'_6 I 2241CD 0.4715 I
rFST	 3 E
E-3 CS5 EET 3E	 (WITHOUT FER)	 015-15-74 135 19	 03	 53 455 ZF
FORMAT HO. 5 LOAD APPLICATION	 (UP) Dfl*s'	 HP	 HIN SEC MSEC
4326C_ -6206-4. $ 4341S -10036. *P 5454D -2.1375 1 5451D 5.9801 1
4327C 2464.0 $ 43925 -17214. *P 24F4DD 1.2289 I 52561) 4.6934 I
3267A -2`1800. $ 4-93S -12573. *P 5451,1- -0.2035 I 5453D 4.3259 I
4334C 3? 1717. $ 4395S -14925. *P 2213nI , .115850 I 2464D 2.7690 1
47?5C -45114. $ 4401S 10110. #P 22090D -.00549 T 5456D 1.9320 I
33-15A -6503.0 $ 4407S 86`_2.0 *P 21810D .U,= 699 I 52001) 0.9261 I
49190 1x'683. $ 4529S -140190. *P 21770D .01099 I 5282D 0.7450 I
4'320C -49324. $ 4531S -19536. *P 2676AY -0.177T ,: 2209LD 0.7135 I
9192A -16.1769. $ 4532S -16162. *P 2212AX -. I'9225 :; 2181LD 0.4;_;50 1
4674C 17668. $ 4534S -15544. *P 22,09AX -.00701 z 2177LD 0.4740 I
4675C -36280. $ 2 18 1 A:: -.03387 •r. 5305D 0.2640 I
6745A -9 7,05.5 $ 5294D -0.4525 1 2177A;,: -.02100 % 5463D .06800 1
43400 19043. $ 9297D -0.2531 1 201L 20525. * 2678RD .00794 I
4341C -13520. $ 5298D 0.1860 I 202L 20325. * 2212PD .00530 I
3401A 2761.6 $ 2031- 20600. * "209PD .00565 I
43-14C -15375. $ 4922S -14554. uP 20-3L 20525. * 2121 RD .00348 I
4345C 14819. $ 49235 -99112.5 #P AXPSL 81972. * 2177RD .00243 I
3445A 2221.5 $ 2ut 2125 * 2053PD .421-3 I
4913C -46-5.3 $ 5701D 6.01700 1 2036RD .673-3 I
4'+14C 11781. $ 540P 14.374 *►, 2626CD 2.1884 1
9134A 3673.1 $ 503P 30.249 *A 5265D -1.2350 1 2464CD 1.5400 1
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^...-^e..^..^.:►-^..^...	 ....t...,..,	 ...«^..R.-^,....^..,^..,,,.^.-,.•..R,.^..-.^,,.^.......wu 	 .^.^H+re^rw^mmwrm+^+a
T E-5 T 3 E
9-3 CSS EET 3E TWITHOUT FBF) 05-15 -74
FORMAT N0. 5 LOAD APPLICATION	 (UP)
4326 78676. $ 491S -127 -28- *P
43270 4114.0 $ 43925 -22130. OF
3267A -372807. $ 433935 -15309. *f'
4334C 40624. $ 4395S -18915. *P
4335C -57200. $ 4401S 15450. *P
3345A -8287.5 $ 440715 12221. *P
49130 300 7 0. $ 45295 -17833. *P
49200 -66400. $ 4531S -24969. *P
9192A -18274. $ 45325 -20522. *P
46740 21521. $ 45345 -20677. *P
4675C -4401 0,4. $
6745A -11281. $ 52941, -0.6140 1
4340C 27668. $ 5297D -09.3337 1
4341C -192018. $ 5299D 0.2730 I
3401AA 4233.2 $
4344C -22999. T 49225 -18:53. *P
43450 29976. $ 49235 -12635. OF
3445A 348'? . 1 $
491 7'C -6'336.2 $
4314C 18097-7. T 540P 14.387 *A
9134A 5820.5 $ 503P 30.249 AA
L 1 NI=L -355.06 * ` o 1 F 0.4•=1q *A
7-EST 3E
B-.3 CSS FET 3E (WITHOUT FOP)	 05-15-74
FORMAT HO. 5 LOAD APPLICATION	 (UP)
4326C -85' 64. $ 4391S -14956. *P
4327C 5727.7 $ 4392S -26239. *P
3267A -40118. $ 13935
-17462. *P
4334C 47094, $ 4395S -22294. *P
4335C -67692. $ 4401S 19617. *P
3345A -9099. 0 $ 4403S 15019. *P
4919C 46 96. $ 4529S -20062. *P
4920C -85584. $ 4531S -29429. *P
9192A -19593. $ 45325 -24107. *P
4674C 22550- $ 45345 -24571. *P
4675C -4814^. '$
6745A -1279P. $ 52S14D -0.7396 1




•	 3401A 5406.5 $
4344C -28910. $ 49225 -22161. *P




4914C 23335. $ 540P 14.362 *A
9134A 7489.0 $ 503P 30.244 *A
LINEL -992.00 0 501P 20.474 *A
52651:? -1 .66PR
5 1 x=1-1D - I . F,913
TES T 3 E:
B-7 CSS EET 3E WITHOUT `ER) 05--15-74 135	 19	 20	 10 068 2F
FOPNAT NO. 5 LOAD APPLICATION (UP) DAY	 HP MIN SEC MSE''
4326C -	 68. $ 43915 -16750. *P 5454D -4.2031 1 _1D 11.734 1
4327C 7524.2 $ 4392S --367037. *P 2464DD 2.4250 I 52561) 9.2363 1
3267A -38322. $ 4393S -15162. *P 5 .1581) -0.4215 I 5453D 8.4673 I
47-3u 56226. $ 4395S -25937. *F' 22130D 0.2290 1 2464D 5.4448 I
4335C -813138. $ 4401S 24183. *P 220901) 0.1565 1 5456D 3.THAD I
3345A -125S'O. $ 74035 18215. *P 21810D .05.100 1 5?80D 1.8240 1
4919C 71812. $ 4529S -24015. *P 21770D .06950 I 52821) 1.471.5 1
4920C -9428 .4. $ 4531S -37856. *P 267C,AX -0.1552 7. 2209LD 1.3832 I
9192A -11235. $ 4532S -27938. *P 2212AX -.05200 % 21BILD 0.9268 I
46740 22624. $ 4534S -28648. *P 2209AX -0.1032 r 217 -11- 1) 0.9018
46750 -512-44. $ 2181AX -.04100 •l. 5305D 0.4720 I
6745A -14309. $ 5294D -0.8821 I 2177AX -.01400 % 5463D 0.1012 1
4340C 42312. T 52971) -0.4995 I 201L 20525. * 2678PD .131570 I
4341C -28537. $ 529,31) 0.4165 I 2021- 20350. * 2212RD .01070 I
3401A 6888.2 $ 203L 20525. * 2209P.D .011145 I
43440 -36nl2. -T 49225 -25621. *P 204L 20500. * 21BIRD .00725 I
4345C 47702. T 4923S -17187. *P AXPSL 81900. * 2177PI , .00509 I
34 .35A 5945.7 $ 206E 4181 * 205---PI , .964-3 I
49130 -1016 .1. $ 57111 D 12. 149 1 2036PD .00127 1
49140 29854. g 540P 14.3?4 *^ 2626CD 4.2844 I
91334A 9345.0 503P 50.249 *A 52650 -2.4326 I 2 . 164C1) 3. El 197 I
L IHEL - l 131 , a # 501P 20.474 *1'1 51.^.fIFD -'..4687 1 2241C1 1 1.4024 I
TEST ..3E
B-3 CSS EET 3E	 ( L1I TH01 IT FBP)	 05-15- 74 13`; 19	 22	 05 269 ZF
FOHIOT 1`10.
	 5 LOAD APPLICATION WP,' DAY HR MIN SEC MSEC
4326C -8-7 0-90. $ 43915 -17'69. #P 54541) -4.7"-,06 1 54511) 13.241 1
4327C 8521.0 $ 4392S -32075. *P 2464DD 2.7722 1 5256D 10.422 1
3267A -37250. % 4397S -19719. #P 5458D --0.4745 I 5453D 9.5757 I
43340 62128. $ 4395S -2 246. *P 221? OD 0.2850 I 246.41) 6.151? I
4775C -80328. $ 44015 27541. *P 22090D 0.2150 I 54561) 4.2688 1
33 .45A -9n90.5 $ 44035 20577. *P 1°IOD .03150 I 5280D 2.0479 I49 190 93328. $ -4529S -26023. #F' 217701) 0.1024 1 5282D 1.6510 1
4920E -94284. $ 4531S
-36598. *P 2678AX -0.1166 r. 2209LD 1.54010 I
9192A -475.81 T 4532S -30377. #P 2212AX -.Ot;nno r 2181LD 1.02779 I
467 .1C ?2092. $ 4534S
-30871. #P 220911X -0.1190 % 21771-I 1 0.9979 1
46750 -52.372. $ 2181AX -.06451 % 5305D 0.5150 1
6745A -15139. $ 5294D
-1.0070 1 2177AX -.01374 /. 5463D 0.1089 1
4340x_ 47822. $ 5297D -0.6030 1 201L 20525. * 2678P.D .01731 I
4341C -31800. $ 5298D 0.4740 I 202L 203501. * 2212PI) .01221 I3401A 010 12.2 $ 207L 20575. * 2209PD .01307 I
4344C -41022. $ 4922S -27474. #P 204L 20625. * 2181F'I, .0n853 I
4345C 56334. T 49235 -1-694. *P A: P S L 02072. * 2177RD .01:1577 I
34450 7656.7 $ 2nr1l 45524. 2053PD .0010'= I
4913C -11215. $ 57011) 13.480 1 20.,G,PD nO14;' 1
4914C 32475. $ 540P 14.374 *A 2626CD 4.7955 1
9134A 10630. $ 503P 30.249 *A 5265D -2.7701 1 2464CD 3.393 1





P-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT FBR) 05-15-74 135	 19 22	 23 966 ZF
FOF ,rpT tio.	 6 LOAD REMOVAL (DIOL,H) DA•i'	 14P MIN SEC r -C
42` G C 31°8. $ 4391S -16967. *P 5454D -4.7596 1 5451D 1 7-179 1
4327C 0410.5 $ 4392S -31488. *P 2464DD 2.7641 1 152 5 61) 16..-^ 59 I
3267A -37390. $ 4393S -19317. OP 5458D -0.4770 1 5453D 9.5161 1
4334C 615° f1. $ 4395S -217845. *P 22130D 0. 2840 1 24641) 6.1 -543 1
43350 -80404. $ 44015 27137. *P 22090D 8.2144 1 5456D 4.247S
3345H -9419.5 $ 4403S -202 0-4. *P '1 1810DI .02250 1 522ND 2.0518 1
• 49190 93300. $ 4529S -25683. *P 21770D 0.1065 1 528211 1.6530 1
4920C -94316. $ 4531S -35912. *P 2670AX -0.1158 22091- 1) 1.5402 1
9192A -507.18 $ 4532 5 1-298^1 2- #P 2-2 1LAX -.06150 X 21 01 11- 1' 1.0269 1
4674C 21305. $ 45345 -30439. *P X2'209AX -0.1205 % 21771-1) 0. 9 -9 63 1
4675C. -51476. $ 21e1AX -.06763 % 5305D 0.5155 1
6745H -15085. $ 5294D -1.0110 I 2177AX -.01400 % 5463D 0.1092 1
43400 46946. $ 52971, -0.6105 1 201L 20500. * 2678RD .01734 1
4341C -31284. $ 5298D 0.4'( 521 202L 20 ,100. * 2212RD .012a' 5 1
3401A 7831.7 203L 20550. * 2209RD .01311 1
45440 -40534. $ 4922S -27135. *P 2n4L 20 .425. * 2 1 r-,. I R D . 01 , 8C, I I
4345C 555-94. $ 4923S -13411. *P A,-'F)SL 9 1 C3 -('2. * 217781) .00579 1
34458 75 -,'6.9 $ 06L 45224. 20 ---,PD .00199 1
4913C -11045. $ 57OID 13.789 1 2036PD .00143 1
49140 31911. $ 540P 14.349 *R 2626CD 4.7569 1
9134A 10433. T- 507P 30.224 *A 5e-'651 , -2.7626 1 2464CI I 3.77(13 I
L I I IEL - 1 203. 7 # 501 P 20.5 7 -4 521;61) -2.8089 1 2241 CD I . -175 0 1
-rF5 7- 3,E
8-3 CSS EET 3E	 (WITHOUT FBP)	 05-15-74 115 19	 23	 56 12G ZF
FOPMAT PD.	 6 LOAD RENO%' PL (DOWN) DAY HP Mlt4 SEC MSEC
4326C -03696. $ -15110. *P 5454D -4. 71 352 1 5451D 11.960 I
43-170 01632.5 $ 43925 -287,1 1. *P 2464DD 2.5363 1 5256D 9.3901 1
3267A -37506. $ 471 93S *P 5458D -0.4485 1 54531) 8.6--:' 09 1
43340 5715e. $ 4395S -25065. *P 22130D 0.2144 1 2464D 5.5764 1
4335C -81245. $ 44015 23809. *P 22090D 0.1620 1 54561) 3.8491 1
33450 -12044. $
-1403S 17749. *P 21810D .01199 1 52PAD I.RF, 90 I
4919C 89380. $ 45295 -23304. *P 2 1 -,'t- OD . O rc'hO I 1 528211 1.9-024 1
49200 -94234. $ 4531S -32048. #P 42 F,78AX -0.1537 X 2209LI, 1,4102 1
9192A -2449.8 -T, 4532S -26980. *P L212AX -.06 7, 75 9 2191 1-1) 11 .9343 1
457 4C 17090. $ 4534S -27227. #P 2209AX 2171 71- 1) 0.9068 1
4675C -459-48. $ 218 1 AX -.06713 x 53051) 0.4715 1
6745A - 140,29. $ 5294D -0.9241 1 2177AX -.01249 5 46 ; r, 0. 1067 1
4340C 41 -72. $ 5297D -0.5628 1 2n 1L 20550. 2G7upp .0167. 0 1
4341C $ 5298D 0.4285 1 702L 20'-.75, 21212P[i .01124 1
3 .101A 6691.5 T 203L 20575. 2209P , r, . 0 I -, Cl 3 I
4344C -36226. $ 4922S -24447. *P 2(34L 20500. 21 13 1 p D .00785 1
4345C 49 ,164. $ 49271 S -16622. *P A::PSL 82000. 1t 1177PD .00545 1
3445A 6619.5 $
-)OGL -1 A -n 51 V-i 2053PI, .001 0 1
491 7 C -9564.0 $ 5701D 12.349 1 203GRD .00143 1
4914C 27665. $ 540P 14.362 *A 2626CD 4.2959 1
9134A 9051.0 $ 503P 30.249 *A 5265D -2.5188 1 2464CD 3.0421 1
LINEL -1099.3 * 501P 20.474 *A 5266D -2.5601 1 2241CD 1.4204 1
1,35	 44
TE 5 T 3E
B-3 CSS EE T 3E (WITHOUT FBP) 05-15-74 135 19 27 40	 041,	 ZF
FOR1'OT 1101. 6 LOI)D P.EHOVAL (D gL1N)	 DA's' HP, HIN SEC "";EC
432E	 84800- S	 4391S -10376. *P	 5454D -3.2776 1	 5451D 8.9899 I
43270 8493.0 $	 43925 -21759. *P 2-464DD 1.9333 I	 5256D 7.13454 I
3267A -38152. $	 43935 -14963. *P	 5458D --0.3520 1 	 5453I, 6.4924 I
43340 45969. $	 43955 -18729. #P 22130D 0.1215 1 	 246411 '4.x'133 1
43350 -690'32. $	 4401S 15668. #P 22090D .07050 I	 5456D 2.9010 I
3345A -111314. $ 	 4403S 12097. #P 216IOD -.170999 I 	 5280D 1.4159 I
49190 7UO3 • $	 4529S -1x369. *P 211-70D .04-700 I	 5282D 1.3314 1
4920C -94263. $	 45315 -2--' 60;65. #P 2678AX -0. 1418 ?.' 	 2209LD I .0007 1
9192A -11728. $	 4532S -20059. 4P 2212A`„ -.06601 %	 21BILD 0.7118 1
46740 10845. T. 	 4534S -19286. #F 2209AX -0.1122 Y 	 2177LD 0.6898 1
46750 -34150. $
	
2181 AX -.06000  f	 5305D 0.3670 I
6745A -11652. $	 5294D -0.7101 1	 215"AX -.01625 X	 5463!1 .08651 I
43400 27761. $	 529TD -0.4285 1	 201L 20500. *	 267'ERD .011248 I
4341C -19530. $	 52966 0.36384 I	 ?02L 20350. #	 2212-PD .00,47 I
3401A 4115.7 $	 203L 20575. *	 2209PD .00901 t
43440 -252618. $ 	 49224S -18080. *P	 204L 204507. *	 2181RD .00584 I
43450 34414. $	 4923S -12258. *P	 AXP'L 81872. #	 217TRD .00400 1
34450 466? .2 $	 2636E c8 L5.	 2053RD .954-3 1
49130 -6030.0 $	 5701D 9.6099 I	 2036RD .07126 1
49140 17197. $	 `40P 14.362 #A	 2626CD 3.2149 1
9134A 5503.7 $	 503P .30.249 *A	 5265D -1.9126 I	 2464CD 2.2801 I
L I NEL -837.21 #	 501P  20.499 #A	 5266D -1.9451 1	 2241 CD 1.0639 I
7 E,5 T 3E
P_3 CSS EET 3E (WITHOUT FBR) 05-15-74 135 19 32 28
	 769	 ZF
FORMAT NO. 6 LOAD REMOVAL (DOWN)	 DAY HR ly ll] SEC NSEC
4326,E -55124. $	 4351S -5143.5 *P	 5454D -1.9576 1
	 5451D 5.2500 I
4327C 5 -782.5 $	 4392S - 12728. #P 2464DD 1.179Q 1
	 5256D 4.1054 I
32670 -24871. 1	 4393, -95 4 0.5 #P	 5458D -0.2245 1	 545xD 3.7976 I
4334 17 1268. $	 4395S -10902. #P 2213011 .04550 I
	 2464D 2.4809 I
43135C  -40:828. $	 44D I S 5929.0 #P 22090r , - . 0635,99 1
	 545611 1.7055 1
3345A -8779.5 $	 4403S 5550.0 #P 2110 1011 -.01749 1	 528OD 0.6711 1
4919C 52574. T. 	 452,4S -9943.0 #P 21770D . nOG49 I	 5282D 0.6"6075 I
492060 -94300. $	 4531S -12479. #P 2678AY, -01.1878 x	 2209LD 0.6340 1
9192A -20862. $
	
453cS -11521. #P 22121 Ax -.07101 %	 MILD 0.4212 I
46740 3815.1. $	 4534S -9912.0 #P 2209AY. -.09901 %	 2177LI, 0.4075 1
4675C -20342. $	 2181AY -.05775 X
	 5305D 0.2330 1
6745A -6218.5 $	 5294D -0.4255 1	 2177AX --.672325 7
	 5413D .06300 1
43411E 167648. $	 5297D -0.270 2f 	I	 201L 20525. #	 267^RD	 nO7 ; .7 I
4341C -64 .42. 5 $	 5298D 0.1547 6	 202L 20.375. #	 22112PD
	 On494 I
' 401A 1107.1 $	 203L 20600. #	 2209RD .061530 1
4344+_ -I1AC-16.
 $	 4922S -10252. *P	 2-04L 20500. #	 210 1RD .00336 1
43450 16229. $	 49235 -716p .5 *P	 Ai,PSL 92000. #	 2177RD .00225 I
?3350 2411.5 $	 20	 14900. *	 2053811	 676-3 I
4913C -1243.6 $	 5701D 6.2-F-9-9 1	 2076P,D .872-3 1
49140 4944.2 $
	 540P 14.362 *A
	 2626CD 1.8400 1
91340 18561.3 $	 503P 30.249 *A	 5265D -1.1562 1	 24F4CD 1.3018 1
LINEL -527.28 *	 501P 20.474 *A	 5266D -1.1750 1





B-3 CSS EET 3E (LU TROUT FUR)	 05-15 - 74 135	 19	 40	 57 047 ZF
FORMAT HO. 6 LOAD PEMOVAL (DOWN) DAY	 HR MIN SEC MccC
43260 15449. $ 43915 -619.87 *P 5454D -0.3630 1 3451D 0.8450 1
4327C 850-90 $ 43925 -3656.5 #P 2464DD 0.2448 1 9256D 0.6265 1
3267A -779±.0 $ 4393S -2351.0 *P 5458D -.05550 1 5453D 0.60+20 I
4334C 17449. $ 4-795S -2758.1 sP 2213OD -.001849 I 4464D 0.4095 I
4335C -24616- $ 4401S	 -26-•65.1 #P 2-2019011) -.04250 1 5456D 0.2665 1
3345A -5083.2 $ 440-TS -2510.2 *P 21r,'101)	 -.0 -3 7-00 1 5280Ii 0.1359 1
4919C 36926. $ 45295 --2293.3 *P 217701) -.01749 I 5282D 0.1OPO 1
492oC -813^3. $ 45315	 -19,7 1.6 *P 25701AX -0.2, 056 22O3LD 0.1021 7 I
9192A -2227--.0. $ 45325 -2789.1 *P 2212AX -.08076 •l. 218ILD .06775 I
46740 -1=52.7 $ 45345 -2014.4 *P 22C14AX -.0'126 2177LD .06225 I
4675C -5992.0 $ 2181OX -.495413 % 53O5D O C,  51' I
6745A -7J672.3 $ 5^94D -.08251 1 2177A^ -.02599 r 5463D 0 13 74 I
43400 -9001 5 .5 $ 52971) -0.1012 1 2OIL 20575. * 267ORD .O01j2 1
4341C 4677.0 $ 52401) -.00000 1 2C12L 20-100. * 2212RD .001001 1
34O1A -2063.1 $ 2O3L 20650. * 22O9RD .001014 I
43440 5503.2 $ 49225 -2944.0 *P 2O4L 2050701. * 2181RD .747-3 1
4345C -5355.0 $ 492=S -2-64.5 *P A`,`1 SL 32124. * 2177RD .469-5 I
3445A 58.674 $ 22E.l L * 2O53PD .260-3 1
4913C 2147.7 $ 57n I D 0.207701 1 2O36P.ID .272-3 1
49140 -7145.5 $ 54OP	 14.362 *0 2626CD 0.2390 1
917^4A -2497.7 T 503P	 30.249 *A 52651 , -0.2325 1 2464rD 0.16 .46 I
L I IIEL - 1`4 7-62 # ;n 1 P	 201.499 *H 52 IF. FI) -A . 2362 1 2241 C D .09050 1
7-,E.5 7• 3 E
B-3 CSS EET 3E	 (WITHOUT FUR)	 05-15-74	 135 19	 47	 26 986 ZF
FORMAT 110,
	 6 LOAD RETIOVAL 001,W DAY" HP. MIN SEC MSEC
4326C -7602.0 $ 4391S
	 867.87 *P 5454D -0.3045 I 5451D 0.6900 I
4327C -923.90 $ 43925 -898.81 *P 2464DD 0.1976 I 5256D 0.5350 I
3267A -4293.0 $ 43935 -0,05.84 *P 5453D -.04500 I 5453D 0.5040 I
4334C 6 -,6 3 . 5 $ 4=955 --336.61 *P 2213OD -.010544 I 2464D 0.3360 1
4335[ -17233. $ 44O1S -8015.84 #P 22O9OD -.014001 I 5456D 0.2310 I
33450 -3233.7 $ 4403S -508.90 *P 2181OD -.03200 I 52801) 0.16194 I
49190 27320. $ 45295 -526.90 *P 2177OD - .02950 1 5282D 05701 1
49201C -65950. $ 45315 -156.50 *P 267(: AX -.0558 0, Y. 22019LD .0E 'S0 I
9192A -18!369- . $ 45325 -6501.8' *P 2212AX -.03175
-4 210 1LD .05900 1
46740 -2579.6 $ 45345 -464.92 *P 22O9AX -.03425 X 21 717LD .05350 I
4675C -353.73 $ 2101 AX -.02725 r. 57,05D ?49.03 I
6745A -1466.6 $ 5294D -.07351 I 217-AX -.01199 X 5463D .013 4 I
43400 -699.50 $ 52971) -.06875 I 2(J1L .0100001 * 267081) .91 --,-1 3 I
4341 C -869.75 $ 529^D
	
. 00624 I 202E f7L^OO47 * 2212F^D 644 - 3 I
',401A -784.62 $ 2O3L .00000 * 2 2O9PD .700 - 7, I
4344C - 369.::(3 $ 49225
	 --1115.7 *P 2O4L .00000 * 2181PT) .531-3 I
•	 4345C 2138.2 $ 4923S -1006.5 *P A:TSL .Of-100O * 2177Pi, .230-3 I
3445A 884.56 $ 206E 00 # 2053RD .175-3 I
4913C 15.534 $ 57O1D 0.1600 I 2O36PD .266 - 3 I
4914C -1167.0 $ 5z-9P	 14.374 *H .2626CD 0.1995 I
9134A -575.78 $ 5O3P	 30.249 *A 5265D -0.1900 I 2464CD 0.1383 1
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E-3 CSS EET 3E (WITHUUT F8R) 	 05-15 -74 135 19	 50	 54
FORMAT NU.
	 6 LOAD PEHOVAL (DOWN) DAY	 HR MIN SEC
43260 .271.0 $ 4391S 1549.8 *P 5454D -0.2445
	 1
4327C -1326.5 $ 4392S 278.95 *P 24601) 0.1411
	 I
3267A -3790.7 $ 439_5 30.994 *P 545°1) -.0^000	 I
43340 3610.5 $ 4395S -30.995 *P 22213OD .00099	 I
43350 -6887.5 $ 4401S -247.96 *P 22090D .00099
	 I
3345A -2634.3 $ 4403S -61.990 *P 210101) -.02300	 I
49190 23050. S 45295 309.95 *P 21770D -.00599
	 1
4920C -58042. $ 4531S 563.40 *P 2F78AX -.00299
9192A i 74?+; . $ 45325 340.93 *P 2212AX -- . OA 724	 Y.
46740 -22921.8 $ 4534S 279.95 #P 2209AY•. -.00349	 v
4675C 1350.3 $ 2181AX --.01324
6745A -785.71 S 5294D .02150 I 2177AX -.00749
43400 069.37 $ 5297D -.04075 1 201L -25.000	 *
4341C -1932.1 $ 5298D .01424 I 202L -25.000	 *
3 .401A -556.37 $ 203L 150.00	 *
4344C -1524.1 T. 4922S -340.93 OF 204L 125.00	 *
43450 36^2.3 $ 49235 -440.35 #P nXPSL 225.00	 *
34358 1079.1 $ 206L 225.00	 *
4913C -62.5197 $ 57011, OgAO3	 I
4914C -•327.15 T. 541P 14.374 *A
q 1-4A -244.:36 $ 5971P 30 . ?49 *Ci 5265D -G .1500
	 1
L I IIFL -4^.1 15 `n l P 20, 4q '4 526 r 1 - -0. 1562	 1
TEST 3E
B-3 C_SS EET 3E (WITHOUT FOR) 05-15-74 135 19	 52	 27
FORMAT 110.	 6 LOAD REMOVAL (DOWN) DAY	 HR MIN SEC
43?5i: -7014.5 $ 4391S 2293.8 *P 5454D 5.7059	 1
4327C
-2203.0 $ 4392S -216.96 OP 2464DD -4.8421	 1
32678 -4640.7 $ 43435 -154.97 *P 5458D 1.9626	 I
43340 3095.6 1 4395S -216.96 *P 221301) 1.9791	 1
43350 -9977.5 $ 44I11S -309.95 *P 22090D 1.9796	 I
3345R -3040.7 $ 4403S -92.984 *P 218100 1.9591	 I
4919C 24046. $ 4529S 154.96 *P 2177OD 1.9631	 I
49200 -582417. $ 4531S 250.39 *P 267OAY. 1.5956
9192A -17097. $ 45325 -30.995 *P 2212AX 1.0562	 N
46740 -2720.8 $ 4534S -61.990 *F' 2209AX 1.0287
.16750 1-1. 13.6 $ 2 18 1 A:! 0.5298	 :.
6745A -653.59 $ 5294D 1.5391 1 2177AX --.01199	 X
4340C 2547.1 $ 5297D 0.9553 1 2011_ 50.000	 *
43410 -2349.1 q 5298D 0.1045 1 202L -25.000	 *
3401' 99.0 -f - 8 $ 20 -T L 150.00	 *
43440 -1262.4 $ 4922S -402.92 #P 204L 75.000	 *
4345C 4578.2 $ 4923S -346.00 *P Iki(PSL 25fl.00	 *
3445A 1652.0 $ 206L 325.00	 *
4913C -440.78 $ 57011) 0.22000	 I
49140 1070.7 $ 540P 14.374 *fl
9134A 65.011 1 503P 30.249 *A 5265D 4.8424	 1
LINEL -44.740 * 501P 20.474 *A 5266D 4.3111	 1
138
